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(JlIMiZAI IOIN AND SiAM)LARDIA'I' ION

OF iNFORIATION RETRIEVAL LANGUAGE AND SYSTErIS

SUMMARY

The studies destribed in this r(:port have been aimed primarily at
analyzing the organization of uata files in the document retrieval applica-
tion, these being contained in Part I. As a byproduct of a number of
analyses conducted c-n a sample of 38,402 DDC (formerly ASTIA) documents,
many term association statistics have been developed. These are presented
in Part II, together with a discussion of the implications of association
data on file desion and use.

A. ORGANIZAriON OF DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL INDEX FILES

One proposed type cof .,dex file organization is the Multi-,.ist System,
a variation of the conventional list-organized file in which the chains or
lists are based uj :n groups of two or three index terms rather than just one.
The implications and effects of this proposal have been investigated by a
series of computer programs simulating the establishment and maintenance of
the files, using as data base the 600 most common index terms in the DDC
sample. The results indicate that a large amount of processing, against an
extensive data base, is necessary to accomplish the grouping and that the
desired objective is not met--most documents have almost as many groups as
index terms and the postulated reduction in lists traversing a given docu-
ment cannot be realized. It is concluded that the Multi-List System does
not offer an efficient approach to the organization of a document retrieval
file.

One proposed variation of the document-sequenced file orders iL on the
lowest index term code included in each document description, rather than in
straight accession number order. The intent is to reduce the portion of the
file searched by eliminating documents which cannot have term codes included
in a request. Although this approach is somewhat preferable to the conven-
tional document-sequence file, evaluation indicates that reduction is not
enough to make it an efficient method.

Finally, the list-organized file technique is analyzed and compared
wilh ;he inverted and document-sequenced files. System requirements which
can be met with an inverted file are described, together with those which
r.q-'.ire access to a document record. Analysis shows that the list-organized
file is an amalgaiiation of the inverted and document-sequenced files. It is
c".ncluded that maintenance and use of the two separate files is n~ore efficient
that, the list-organized technique when requirements cannot be met by the
inverted file alone. A technique for the optimum detail organization of the
two files, by which both actual computing and over-all elapsed processing
times can be minimized, is described.
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B. TERM ASSOCIATIONS IN DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

The documents in the DDC sample generate a large number of different
pair associations of index t,_irms, most of which occur only one or two times.
In general, individual terms form many different pairs and the number increases
with total frequency of usage. Terms within one DDC thesaurus group have a
high probability of forming pairs and these tend to occur frequently. ASlesser tendency, still pronounced, is observed for terms within ure field of

i interest. However, 85% of all pairs involve terms in two different fields.
There is no pronounced evidence that index term usage -an be predict.ed upon,
or is highly correlated to, the structural hierarchy of Lhe thesaurus. A
number of tables summariAing pair association data in the sample are included.

The significance of the high percentage of pairs wlhich occur only a few
times is questioned, whether or not such occurrences statistically can be
interpreted as representing more than random associations. Some implications
are discussed of using associations involving terms of broad scope or wide
applicability. It is considered that there is potential application of using
relationships implicit in the hierarchal structure of a thesaurus, both in
processing search requests and in aiding the describing of documents by such
techniques as "lowest level indexing."

Analysis of the DDC data indicates that the use of only a fe;v hundred
documents as data base for term association studies generates relzitionships
not representative of the library as a whole. Conclusions derived from these
small samples can be highly misleading, particularly if the documents are
limited to one subject area. It is believed that meaningful studies require
a data base cf at least several thousand documents.

The use of term associations is considered to have aefinite potential
in document retrieval. However, the determination of significant associations,
the use of thesaurus-implicit relationships in both indexing and searching,
and the processing techniques and requirements for incorporating term associa-
tions into an operative system, all are deemed to be areas for further in-
vestigation.

- - 2



I. AINALYSES INTO METHODS OF INDEX TERM FILE ORGANIZATION

In an IS-R application, documents are described by a variable number of
index terms. Usually, the describing terms are taken from a controlled
thesaurus of allowable terms, with their definitions, although sometimes an
uncontrolled thesaurus--equivalent to free-language indexing--is used. In
either case, the document numbers and associated index terns must be set up
in a file which is the data bank against which search requests are processed.

There are four basic ways in which this document number index file can
be organized:

a. Document Number Sequeijnce, in which the document number is the
record identifer and the associated index terms comprise the body
of the record. Every record in the file must be processed against
the logical relationships of index terms in a search request.
Although the file is usually set up in document number sequence,
other orders are permissible and search requests can be processed
against a completely random file.

b. Inverted Sequence, in which the index term is the record identifier
and the document numbers in which it appears comprise the body of
the record. Processing of a search request reqiires accessing only
the index terms it contains, the document mmumbe~s pertineut oeing
selected on the basis of the logical relationships conpecting the
terms of the request. Inverted-seqience files usually are set up
in sequence on index term identifying numbers.

c. Document Number S~quence, List Organized, in which ea'h index term
associated with a document is "chained" to another document de-
scribed by that term. The "chain address" can be either a document
or its location in the file. A separate entry table contains the
document number or its address (file location) of the first docu-
ment using each index term. The chain addresses permit traversing
all documents containing an index term, each single document
specifying another in the "chain." Such a file is said to be "list-
organized," each index term comprising a "iist' which is entered
via the entry table and traced through, document by document, using
the chain addresses. A document belongs to nq -,dny "lists" as it
has index terms. in processing a search request whose index terms
are connected by logical "and" relationship, one,- term is sclected
and only the dotuments in its "list" examined to determine if the
terms describing each one meet the criteria of the request. If the
file is maintained on a random access (mass storaoe) device, it need
not be in document number sequence: the "chain addresses" can jump



bhel nnd fnrth throiah the total fih1. Tf stared on maotsetic tape

or other sequential access devices, the file is set up in document
number sequence and the "chain addresses" *jump forward, not backward.

d. Superimposed Coding, in which index terms are denoted b) randomly
selected codes in a fixed-length field, usually binary, and the
document description is created by logical superimposition of the
codes for the index terms it contains. Each code may be, for
example, five random 1-bits in an 80-bit field; the final super-
imposed code contains a 1-bit in every position in which any one ormore of the constituent index term codes has a 1-bit. This type of

code may replace, or be generated in addition to, the detail index
terms involved; the record key is the document number. Different
combinations of index terms can generate the same superimposed code
and, as a result, retrievals m~y include some nonpertinent documents.
The percentage of this "noise" can be kept below any desired level
by appropriate selection of field size and number of 1-bits in each
code. in this type of file organization, every record must be
examined in processing a seai:ch request. In most cases, however,
a document can be accepted or rejected with many fewer comparisons
than dre required for the conventional document-sequenced file.

A. COMMENTS ON METHODS OF FILE ORGANIZATION

The second and third types of file organization are those which have
* been studied most intensively in applying electronic data-processing equip-

ment to IS&R applications. In actual operative systems, the inverted file
pfobably is the most common form of file organization, although some magnetic
tape applications use a document-number sequence file. The list-organized
file appears to be considered suitable primarily when a mass-storage, random-
access device is postulated. It is, however, completely feasible when
magnetic tape is used. Superimposed coding has had the least consideration
and, in operative systems, appears to be restricted to manual operations
with files maintained on edge-notched or punch cards, or similar storage
media.

There seems to be general agreement that, of the first three types, the
document-sequened file is markedly inferior to either of the other two.
The necessity for inspecting every document record in processing a search
request entails a comparison work load (matching index terms against those
of the search request) two or more orders of magnitude greater than with
either an inverted or list-organized file. This factor normally makes it
unattracti',e for batch processing of search requests using any type of
current equipment with multiprocessing capabilities. The other two use
much less internal processing time, even though the list-organized file
essentially doubles the amount of data to be transferred into the computer
memory. in practice, a search through a document-sequenced file almost
always is a badly tape-limited computer operation; the index terms in each
of the several (one or more) requests must be matched against those of each
file record until rejection or acceptance occurs. Even though rejection
(the common disposition) frequently occurs fairly early in this matching
process, the total comparison time normally is several times longer than

A - the actual tape-to-memory transfer time of a record. For this reason,
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mass-storage device rather than oni maonetic tape: internal computing, not
data transfers, governs the total processing time. In a real-time ISzR
application, this type of file organization obviously is inapplicable.

The inverted sequence file has the advantage of a small number of
records--one for each index term in the thesaurus. Typically, this is on
the order of a few thousand, whereas documents are numbered in the tens of
thousands. The records are highly variable in length; some index terms
appear in only a single documnent description while others are used in
thousands of them. This type of file has two basic implications in the
processing of search requests.

First, the only records examined are those for the index terms in the
search request (or requests in batch processing) and the output is limited
to a list of document numbers satisfying the request logic. Other index
terms used to describe the selected documents are not included and cannot
easily be obtained from an inverted file. Their omission removes one
possible means for quickly determining document pertinency. Second, all
document numbers for an index term must be matched against those carried
forward to the current stage of processing. Thus an entire record of
several hund-ed document numbers may have to be scanned to find the "matches"
against a relative handful which so far have satisfied the request criteria;
this may be repeated for several more index terms.

A list-organized file combines the selective-search advantages of the
inverted file with the advantage inherent in the document-sequenced organi-
zation of obtaining all index terms associated with selected documents. Its
disadvantage is that, for practical purposes, file size is doubled when
compared with the other two. Like the document-sequenced file, a document
record, once accessed, is accepted or rejected on the spot; there is no
carry-over to a subsequent stage of processing. The number of records in-
spected can be minimized if the entry table to the list for each index term
includes its number of occurrences in the file. Assuming logical "and"
relationships between terms in a search request, it is easy to determine the
one with the fewest occurrences and to examine only the documents in that
list. More complex term. relationships in a request may require entry to and
processing of more than one such list, but each can be the shortest one
applicable to a sibset uf the request terms.

The number of records to be accessed in searching a list-organized file
can be no less than the number of occurrences of the least frequently used
index term in the request. This is highly variable. Some requests may con-
tain a term used in only two or three documents; in other3, the least fre.-
quent term may have 50, 1O0 or even mere occurrences, and many records must
be examined. Complexity of the search request also can affect thr. number -f
record accesses required. Ten terms all connected by logical "ands" can be
processed by entering a single list. if a few "or" relationships Pre present
and no common "and" term exists. then two or three lists may be entered.
Finally, the minimvtm number of records accessed is almost directly propor-
tional to the size of the library (file) being searched. The thesaurus of
index terms, once established, tends to chznge rather slowly as documents
are added to the file. The frequency of usage of index terms increases, on
the average, directly as the number of documents--more usages are recorded

5



to a relativ;T1y Potisntt m•mber of indel terms. Thus as the library increases
in size, more and more records must be accessed in processing a search request.
This characteristic is true even when indexing standards remain unchanged.
Major thesaurus revisions or differenit indexing criteria also affect the con-
tents of the file and the processing of requests against it.

With an inverted Lile, on the other hand, one record is accessed for
each term in a search request. Although the number of terms varies, the
maximum typically does not exceed the minimum by more than about 10:1, and
a fairly high percentage of requests have close to the average number of
terms. In general, the number of records accessed is much smaller than with
a list-organized file, However the individual records are longer. Other
factors remaining unchanged, the number of records to be accessed does not
change as the size of the library increases, but the average record length
does grow at a rate proportional to that of the number of documents.

With an inverted file, the amount cf data transferred into the computer
memory to process a search requiest is relatively more predictable than with
a list-organized file and is not subject to so much variation. Assuming each
data element to be one word, it is given by

Words Transferred = T.(N. +1),
S1

where

Ti = Number of index terms in the request, and

Ni = Average number of documents in which each term appears.

[The "I- in (Ni +1) assumes that the index term is one word of the record.'!

Although individual N's vary widely in value--from one to several thousand--
for individual O's, the total, and the average, for typical ranges of search
requests are subject to much less variation; the maximum may be on the order
of 2-3 times the minimum..

With a list-organized file, the number of words transferred is given by

Words Transferred = N (2D. +1),m 1

where

Nm = Number of documents in which the least frequently used index term
appears, and

0. = Average number of index terms per document.

(In this expression, "20D" appears because each index term has attached to

it the chain address of the next document in the list; this also is assumed
to require one word for its representation.) Unless N is very small, D.

will closely approximate the average number of terms per document in the
entire library and thus is readily predictable. However, as has been ob-
served, Nm is highly variable. An examination of about 200 search requests

6



h.as not revenaled any conmluqive rel.t ionship hel-ween The nimrhbr of terms in
a search request and the overall frequency of usage of any one of them. In
general, it appears that a greater itumber of terms in a request increases
the probability ef finding one used fairly infrequently in the library. At

the same time, requests with many terms tend to have more complex logical
reiatiionships and this increases the probability that several index term
lists, and not only one, will have to be scanned in processing a request.

Without comparative analysis, it is not possible to determine which of
the two types of fi!e organization requires the lesser amount of data trans-
fers in processing a search request. The list-organized file almost
certainly does if N is not over 2-3 times as large as T3i, but the exact

break-even point is not known.

it appears certain, however, that the number of different records to be
accessed is considerably greater with the list-organized file. This factor
can become highly important when the file is maintained on a mass-storage,
random-access device, particularly if the application is real time. In this
case, access to records can be made on a random basis with both list-organized
and inverted files. Random access time typically is much longer than data
transfer time, even for very long records. Consequently, the total elapsed
time to process a search request almost always will be greater with a list-
organized than with an inverted file (even though the actual central processor
time may be less). The break-even point can be taken, with sufficient
accuracy for practical purposes, as the case in which the number of index
terms in the request equals the minimum number of documents which must be
examined. Usually the latter is considerably greater.

Some proposals have been made to modify the technique of setting up a
list-organized file to permit more efficient retrieval. One of these has
been examined in detail, with negative results, using ai data base the large
sample of 38.402 DDC (formerly ASTIA) documents described in [I].

B. ANALYSIS OF THE MULTI-LIST SYSTBI

The Multi-List System [2], [3] is a list-organized file in which each
list consists of a set of index terms--three being suggested--rather than
having a separate one for each term. Several potential advantages have been
cited for this type of file organization: (1) Although the number of lists
traversing the file is increased, their average length is reduced and varia-
tions in length are much less extreme than in the usual list-organized file;
(2) a document belongs to fewer lists and, because fewer chain addresses are
needed, file storage requirements are less; (3) file searching is faster,
because fewer lists must be examined; and (4) the method of organizing the
entry table to the lists may permit eliminating some search requests (no
pertinent documents in the library), without examining any list, by utilizing
knowledge that two index terms have never been used together in a document
description.

L
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1. •¶itu1iLy Exclusive AtiribuLe Groups and Formation of Lists.

The method of combining three index terms into one list is based upon
assigning each term to one of a limited number of attribate groups. In any
one attribute group, all its index terms are mutually exclusive; that is,
no two terms in the group are used together in a document description. The
index terms, then, are said to be assigned to mutually exclusive attribute
groups. This array is best illustrated by an example.

Suppose a file consists of records each having nine keys or attributes,
each attribute in turn having ten mutually exclusive possible values. An
attrib-te, for example, could be military rank; each record (man) can have
only one of the possible values "private," "corporal," and so on up to
"general." There are 90 different possible values (or index Lerms) in the
file. These can be denoted in the form "0608" for the 8th value in the 6th
attribute column, etc. The mutually exclusiv3 attribute groups then look
like this:

24 5 6 7 8 9

0101 0201 0301 0401 0501 0601 0701 0801 0901

0102 0202 0302 0402 0502 0602 0702 0802 0902

0103 0203 0303 04G3 0503 0603 0703 0803 0903

0104 0204 0304 0404 0504 0604 0704 0804 0904

0105 0205 0305 0405 0505 0605 0705 0805 0905

0106 0206 0306 0406 0506 0606 0706 0806 0906

0107 0207 0307 0407 0507 0607 0707 0807 0907

0108 0208 0308 0408 0.508 0608 0708 0808 0908

0109 0209 0309 0409 0509 0609 0709 0809 0909

0110 021.0 0310 0410 0510 0610 0710 0810 0910
__ _ I_ _ _ _ _ I 1_ _ __ _ ____ _ __ _

If each attribute value is placed in a separate list, there are 90 lists
the file. Some (such as "private" or "ages 20-24") are extremely !ong,

while others (e.g., "general") are short. Also, eacý record in the file
belongs to nine lists and has nine tags.

Now let groups of three columns be combined into a single ,uperfield in
which a superkey might consits of one attribute value from each column, as
0104-0202-0307. Each superfield has a possible 1,000 (lOxlOx'.0) of these
superkeys, not all of which are present in the file (generals, ages 20-24,
earning $40-ý49 weekly, probably are nonexistent). If a superkey corresponds
to a list, there are at most 3,000 in the file (three superfields of 1,000
superkeys each). Although there now are many more lists traversing the file,
the extremely long ones previously existing are broken up into many smaller
ones by the grouping of three attribute values into one superkey. The

8



short lists, of course, are even shorter. Each record now has only three,
rather than nine, chain addre.ses or tags.

Alternatively, a superkey may be created by grouping two or more
attribute values from each of the three columns, thre superkey now repre-
setring a range of values rather thai, a unique combination. For example,
0401 or 0402 may be combined with either 0501 or 0502 and also with either
0603 or 0604, eight different combinations in one superkey. Each column has
five of these pairs of values and a group of three columns has 125 super-
keys. The array as a whole has 375 of them, defining 375 lists in the file.
With proper ordering of attribute values within a column, the very short
single lists can be eliminated by combining them with longer ones and all
lists made approximately the same length--possibly a 2 or 3 to 1 maximum
variation.

This mutually exclusive attribute group array serve.; as the entry table
to the lists traversing the data file. Each superkey in the array has
attached to it the storage location (or other identificep ion) of the fi.rst
record in the list. A desired superkey in the array cai De isolated by
standard searching techniques which successively narrow the portion of the
entry table in which it lies.

2. Application of Multi-List System to IS&R (Document Retrieval).

In many types of files, some (or al) of the data elements are values
of attributes, such as age, salary, years of education, etc. Here the
existence of a given entry for an attribute precludes, by definition, any
other value for one file record; a person cannot have two different ages at
the same time. Thus the entries in the attrib,.le group are mutually exclu-
sive.

The index terms in a document fiMe do not have this type of mutual
exclusiveness. Although many--perhaps most--pairs may define concepts whicrh
are extremely jnlikely to co-occur in a document, it is perfectly possible
that, given a library of large enough size, any two terms chosen at random
will be used in the sante document description. Their mutual exclusiveness
is strictly a function of usage and two terms which are exclusive today--i.e.,
have never been used together in one document--may not be tomorrow. Use of
the Multi-List System in an IS,R application requires, then, not only an
algorithm to set up the array of mutually exclusive attribute groups initially,
but also to reorder it when previously exclusive index terms in one group
are used together in one document description. This process of changing terms
from one column to another to maintain exclusiveness is called renaming.

It is evident that the minimum possible number of attribute groups is
at least as great as the largest number of index terms used in a single docu-
ment description. The actually realizaule minimum may be considerably larger,
and most likely is. In the ODC sample, the maximum number of terms in any
one document is 21.

9
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In applying the Multi-List System .to the total DDC document file, it
was believed initially that the 6,000-odd descriptors (DOC izidex terms) could
be arranged into about 30 mutually exclusive attribute groups or columns
(subsequently raised to 40), each containing about 200 descriptors. In each
column descriptors are grouped into ten sets of about 20 each, one set from
each of three columns comprising a superkey covering a range of descriptor
code-value combinations. Each group of three columns has 1,000 of these
superkeys serving to define lists, or a total of 10,000 lists traversing the
documents stored in the Multi-Association Area (the file of document numbers,
descriptors and chain addresses).

To examine the feasibility of the Multi-List System, a computer algo-
rithm was developed to set up the array of mutually exclusive attribute
groups. A UNIVAC I-II program was written and run against. the collection of
38,402 DDC documents aveilable for testing and analysis.

±

3. Descriptions and Results of Experiments Using DDC Data.

The methodology followed and results of the computer experiment are
ssummarized in the following paragraphs. More detailed descriptions have
been reported previously in [3J-[73.

This phase of the study sets tip the mutually exclusive attribute group
array, using descriptor relationships in the DDC data as basis for the allo-
cations, and is designed to answer two basic questions:

What is the achievable minimum nqmber of groups into whicO the
descriptors can be assigned?

How complex a renaming process is required to retain a minimum
number of groups as the introduction of new associations
necessitates reordering of the array?

a. Notation. notation used in these analyses is modified slightly
from that in published literature on the Multi-List System. Symbols used are:

D -- The description used to describe a document and consisting
of a number of descriptors, denoted by either da or di.j-

d -- The descriptors in D, 1 <a 'in. Used when location within
a the attribute groups is not pertinent or is not known.

c. -- A column or group in the array of mutuaily exclusive
1 attribute groups. 1 (i<f, where c. is the last group.

d i'j -- The jtn descriptor in the ith column; e.g., d07, 1 2 is the

12th descriptor in group 7.

ij -- Alternate form for writing di,j, particularly when it is

necessary to differentiate two j's in one column.

10



i--v -Notation used to denote a descriptor in ci, retaining the

"!escriptor's identity. Tyical 1y, Z VI.111- Lk&. L ... A&I 0- l .

code itself or its frequency of usage rank. Thus, 11-3860
represents descriptor code 3860 in group 11 and 01-23, the
23ird-ranked descriptor kin the total file) in group 01. Each
group normally is sequenced on v, but :,niy the v's in the
group are included.

C . .. The set of descriptors in a column c.. it is d
I j = 1, 2,......n.

Di~ -- The set of al. descriptors with which a dii is associated in

use. By definition, none of them can be in ci.

-- The set of all descriptors assciated in use with any one or
A more of the di,i in c . It is the logical sum of all the D

in a c.

p -- The number of groups not having a descriptor in D.

cK -- An individual group or column not having a descriptor in 0.
m 1< m_< p_< f.

List K -- The cK with the descriptors inclloded in each.
m

a n b -- "a is inclusive with (used with) b." a and b car. vary in form
and may differ. Thus, i,Jl 0 i,j 2 or i-v 1 n i-v 2 means that

a single specified descriptor pair is inclusive. ij, n cb

means that i.jl is inclusive with one or more of the dibj,

without specifying which one(s).

a U b -- "a is exclusive to (not used with) b." a and b ctn vary as
above.

b. Definition of Renaming. Assume that the mutually exclusive attribute
groups have been established; no two descriptors in any one column are used
together in a document. Now if a new description t) contains two previously
exclusive descriptors i,jl and i 2 it is necessary to move one of them into
another column. The Multi-List System proposes these types of renamings:

First-Order Renaming. If there is a column ck such that ij 1 U ck,

then ij I can be moved to ck, becoming kj n. Conditions for exclusive-

ness are now met by ci. Similarly, exclusiveness may be maintained by

moving i J2 to Ck.

11



Se,:oid-hder ..... ~ There. may be no .. into which i.j (or i,ji)

can be shifted. If, however, a descriptor k,j can be shifted into

t-i.l another column, thereby making i,j, U ck, then a double shift

wiil maintain the exclusiveness--i.e., kjx -I ct (k,jx U ct) and

i,J. (or i,j 2 j - ck

nth-Order RenaminRg. The above process can be repeated any number of
times. Without specifying a value, the Multi-List System recognizes
that an upper limit to orders of renaming should be set. If the limit
is reached without a successful renaming, it is concluded that the
input descriptor is inclusive to every column and consequently can be
placed in none of them. At this point, either the number of attribute
groups is increased by one or recourse is made to a human monitor.

The basic flow chart for the logical operations required for first and
second order renamings is shown in Figure 1. Except for slight changes in
notation, this is identical with those presented on pp. 67-68, Part I,
Volume ! of reference [1]. The chart begins at the point where existence
of a conflict within a group has become known. In effect, it includes the
basic logical operations required for all orders of renaming; those of third
and higher order can be considered as successive applications of the second
order renaming process.

During the course of the study it became apparent that another type of
renaming was not only possible, but also was necessary to maintain the number
of groups at a minimum. This is defined thus;

Second-Degree Renaming. The requisite k, ix may not exist for successful

secord-order renaming. However, if there exists also a kj such thatY
(1) Dk-(D k, 0 Dk,s) is exclusive to ij ; (2) k,jx is exclusive to some

DM; and (3) k,j is exclusive to some Dp (where p may equal _m ); then

the triple movement k,jx-, Cer, k,jy cp and i,jI ck restores exclusive-

ness.

nth-.Deree Renami•n. This follows the above principle, except that n
descriptors are moved cut of ck-

In theory, any degree of renaming can occur at any stag" of an nth-order
renaming.

c. Algorithm Requiremnents and Practical Limitations on the Computer
Experiment. Although Figure 1 is complete for the basic logic of what must
be done in descriptor renaminc, it is not a computer solution or flow chart
of how it is to be accomplished. For purposes of this study, it was first
necessary to devise a detailed method which was feasible of operation, in
terms of time and cost, on the UNIVAC I-II magnetic-tape processors available
for use.

12
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S not in D onto ,,C Y

STTList K = 1 k ikilk 2,...,kp No "j
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i'J1 Ci J Successful

FIRST ORDER RENAMING m •l m =p

First order renaming unsuccessful
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Figure 1

Multi-List System
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The study objectives required methods (M) for the inita1 establishment
of the array of attribute groups based *upon actual usage of descriptors in
a reasonably large "ba-se" doculmemnt fil0; an-2 f r ell.tiig ie ra. ... ...... .. AA . .. . . ... . A . arlu IL j for imai taifiili g th array

as new documents are added. Preferably, the same basic machine program
should take care of both. The specifications listed below must be met;
some of them are framed to reflect the particular characteristics of a tape
processing system.

A file of attribute groups, ci, and tht descriptors Ci within each

must' be maintained. Within each ci, the di,j are ordered in some

systematic manner--e.g., in descriptor code or frequency-of-usage
sequence.

A cross reference between descriptor name or code and its attribute

group must be set up and kept current.

The descriptor set Dij for each di,j must be established and kept

current. So long as documents are not removed from the file, the
maintenance procedure need provide only for Di,j +dk,r - Di, j when a

new association d.ij n dk,r is introduced.

The descriptor set Di must be established and kept current for each c..

The maintenance procedure must provide for both D. +0. . - D . andI 1.j I

D i -D. D. i to reflect the effects of the movement (renaming) of a

d. . into or out of c..
l,j I

Computer and cost considerations made it evident that the entire 5540
descriptors in the DDC sample could not be handled. Accordingly, the 599
most frequently used were selected; this includes all descriptors with 72
or more occurrences in the sample file. This choice permitted setting up
the descriptor sets D. and 0. . as 2-block records (UNIVAC I-II blocks of1 1,j

60 words each) in matrix form. 2-character fields in each record correspond-
ing positionally to the descriptors 001-599 taken in rank-number fequence.
The number of co-occurrences of a di,j with each of the other 598 descriptors

can be accumulated readily as 2-digit numbers in the proper positional field
(very few pairs occur more than 100 times). The 600th field identifies the
descriptor or attribute group to which the record pertains.

Tape-handling considerations also made it clear that computer renaming
would have to be restricted to avoid excessive "tape spinning." Tbus, re-
naming was limited to the forward direction of tape movement, equivalent to
moving a descriptor only into columns to the right of the one from which it
must be moved.

The investigation of aspects not taken care of by the computer program
were covered by selecting the 50 most cowmon descriptors and, within them,
taking only pairs with five or more co-occurrences. This reduced the amount
of data to a volume permitting manual simulation of the algorithm. Some
manual simulation also was performed with the 100 most common descriptors.

14
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in all of these studies, descriptors are identified bv their rank
number based upo.)n frequency of usage in ihe file; 001 is most frequent and

IO- I••: "A ornmnti.t" lict nf thn 'VX 1 ,•i'a , i.: rnntninarl in Tahlo

A-I (Appendix A), in rank number sequencet, Each descriptor sh;ows the number
of different pairs it forms with the other 598 and also the ASTIA field and
group to which it was assigned in 1960-1961 (the period during which most of
the documents in the saniple were described. It should be ooted that field/
group assignments have been changed since that time).

d. Summary Statistics of Pair-Associations Among 599 Most Common IDC
Descriptors. These descriptors have 49,306 pair-combinations (twice as many
permutations) with 248,425 total occurrences. These constitute 23.6b of the
different pairs in the total file and 46.8% of all pair occurrences. On the
average, each descriptor is used with 165 of the other 598; the range is from
49 to 579. Table A-2 (Appendix A) summarizes these pair-associations by
number of occurrences.

As might be expected, descriptors used very frequently are highly likely
to co-occur in document desctvptions. Chart i depicts the pair-associations
among the 100 most common; the lower left triangular matrix is a graphic
portrayal of this, with the actual number of co-occurrences of each pair in
the upper right portior;. Some breakdowns of possible mnd actually existing
pairs are sunmarized in this table:

Associaticn Possible Combinations Percentage
Type Combinations Occurrin. Occurring

Associations within
Ranks 1-50 1, 225 1,038 88.8%

Associations of Ranks 1-50
with Ranks 51-100 2,500 1,928 77.1

Associations within
Ranks 51-100 1,225 68! 55.6

Associations, one member
in Ranks 101-599 174,151 45,609 26.2

Ali Associations,
Ranks 1-599 179,101 49,306 27.5%

Although over a fourth of the possible pairs actually exist in the
sample, it should be noted that most of them do not occur frequently. Ia
fact, over A0% occur only once and almost 60% only once or twice (see Table
A-2).
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e. Automatic Attribute Group Assignment of 599 Most Commc:n ODC
Descriptors. Consider first the initial establishment of the array of
mutually exclusive attribute groups, which presupposes that •a file of docu-
ment descriptions exists. Without loss of generality, it can be postulated
that all pair associations are formed prior to assigning any descriptor to
a column in the array. This is equivalent to forming the record D i, of

associations for each descriptor and then beginning the assignment. This is
the method followed in the computer program.

The program assigns the first descriptor, Rank 1, to attribute group
(column) C and sets up 01, which at this point is the same as D1,1. The

next descriptor, Rank 2, is taken and D, examined to determine whether it

contains the descriptor. If it does, the descriptor is not exclusive to C1

ard is placed in C with D2 0 eing created.

In the general case, the next descriptor da is taken and each Di.,

beginning with 01. is examined to see whether or not it contains da. If it

does--meaning that d forms a pair with one or more of the descriptorsa
already in ci--the Di for the next column is examined. This process continues

until one of two conditions terminates the cycle: (1) a column is found in
which da does not appear in Di, in which case da is added to that column

(becoming d. .) and D. is updated by logical superimposition of the de-
1,J 1

scriptor's D..; or (2) d is not exclusive to any column so far formed, in1,J a

which case it becomes the first member d of a new column C and its D
m,1 m m, 1

becomes the new 0
m

This technique assures that each descriptor is assigned to the left-
most (lowest-numbered) column c. in which it is exclusive (i.e., is not used

11in C i). The most time-consuming part of the computer operation• is the

handling of th? tape containing the D. records. Because each descriptor1

added to a column means superimposing its D. on the existing Di, this tape

must be rewound and rewritten for each descriptor processed. The tape con-
taining the D. records is set up in rank number sequence and read only

once during execution of the machine program. Allocating 591 desc.iptors
required 3.75 hours on the UNIVAC II.

This algorithm assigned the 599 descript.ors to 56 attribute groups,
Table 1, each containing from 1-16 entries. It is riot known whether or not
this is a minimum. The technique assures that each descriptor is placed in
the first possible columnn and, therefore, is used (forms a pair) with at
least one other descriptor in everx iower-r,numbered column. However, it is
possible that movement of a descriptor from c. into a higher-numbered column
might eliminate some associations from 0. and Ithereby permit transferring

other descriptors down into c. The rinst obvious candidate is the !one entry
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in column 56; by juggling entries in some of the other columns, it might ble
fitted into one of the 55 left. If such a solution exists, it has not been
found. The sheer volume of data involved precludes manual analysis and the
thousands of possible rejugglings make a computer trial impracticable from
a cost standpoint.

this 56-column array is almost twice as large as the 30 originally
considered probable. Because the very frequently occurring descriptors form
many different pairs--see Chart 1 and Table A-1 (Appendix 1)--and are rather
broad in meaning, the need for assigning them into the attribute groups has
been questioned. It may be more appropriate to make a separate list for
each one of them and to restrict the lists formed by combining descriptor
ranges in each of three columns to the attribute groups created from the
less frequently used descriptors.

Choice of a cutoff point for this variation (which is not part of the
original Multi-List System) is arbitrary. A new attribute group array was
created after eliminating the 19 most common descriptors, all of which had
868 or more occurrences. The 580 assigned are all of the descriptors in
from 72 to 846 document descriptions. The resultant array, Table 2, contains
46 columns. Although smaller than the first, it still is higher than the
30 thought possible.

The development of these two arrays is equivalent to their initial
establishment and provides no information on the effects of using the same
algorithm for a file-updating type of operation. Once initially established,
the attribute group array requires updating (adjustment) as new documents
add new descriptor pair associations to those already existing. Most of
these involve descriptors in different columns and do not destroy the mutual
exclusiveness within each. However, some new pairs involve descriptors in
the same column and one of them must be moved, or renamed, to maintain ex-
clusiveness. The UNIVAC II computer algorithm does not accomplish this
renaming operation. Although the basic approach for modifying it to accom-
plish first-order renaming is relatively strightforward, actual computer
time to run che program on even the fairly small set of 599 descriptors is
excessive.

Nonetheless, it was considered pertinent to obtain some idea of the
percentage of conflicts which result from adding new documents to an already-
established file. For this purpose, the basic file was re-created after
eliminating all pair associations occurring only in a random 10% sample--
all document numbers ending in "9"--of the 38,402-document file., The algo-
rithm then was rerun using the pairs remaining and the resulting attribute
group array checked to determine how many conflicts would occur by intro-
ducing the associations found only in the 10% sample. (In effect, this
considers the sample as constituting input to an updating cycle.)

The "9's" sample comprises 3,828 documents and includes just under
13,800 of the 49,306 different pair combinations in the full file. Of these,
2,062--about 15%--pre unique to the "9's" documents; none occur in more than
three documents. Occurrences in the full file and the sample are summarized:
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DDC DOCU'ENT FILE SAMPLE

Table 2
Mutually Exclusive Attribute Group Assignment of the 20th-599th

Most Comon DOC Descriptors*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 68 9 10 11 112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 121 22 23

20 21122 24 25 27128 29 32 33 38 39 41 49150153156 -;-F59 62 7 2 1, 7

23 47 30 36 26 34 40 31 42 37 51 43 44 64 63166 70 68 61 67 74 84 78

98 57, 112 91 7r 35j 5Z 45 106 46 154 Ui 90 65 89 130 75~ 150 69 82 93 86 156
167 104 188 18l1 94 115 124 55 19 109 81 60 96 140 117 138 74' 169 139 108 173 132 165

17 153 19% 184 142 151 203 111 208 210 286 100 129 162 134 143 102 ,93 160 154 178 135 180

243 194 305 213 253 185 217 122 220 224 289 118 1212 230 168 269 244 23 163 191 190 146 263

248 219 349 229 255 200 291 152 256 296 297 196 251 359 285 344 273 252 250 238 246 301 341

325 239 369 23127 323 314 202 281 411 376 348 296 2-1 338 247 261 386 418

329 260 405 151 317 232 311 206 282 370 318 254 313 479 390 364 404 335 356 266 381 410 428

339 295 482 361 379 302 326 225 310 40b 340 322 367 536 454 444 439 396 380 366 445 474 484

385 304 529 402 422 423 360 508 346 436 401 350 420 542 486 538 478 442 407 471 452 1568 512

400 324 552 579 445 434 415 526 430 462 , 427 481 448 561 463 576 540

432 334 ,55 446 421 550 438 566 507 480 588 515 541 456 499 5W4

435 467 557 453 518 4661595 465 577 537 596 551 549 493 W5 593

473 S00 559 487 547 564I 490 556~ 57559 5873
494 520 563 505 567 571 50' 562 583 587

495 572 594 590 50
Z  57 0

15M 59.

29 3D 31 32 33 34 35 36I37 38 139140 41 42 43 41 14 46

2 415 6 2 7 29 2 3 21 1 2 4 3 11
79 80 85 87 10 1310 113 121 125 I133 137 155 189 109 23 3 4 77 0 2 7 391 441

83 02 97 88 120 127 123 126 1441 159 183 170 197 222 240 257 270 291 306 331 398 416 531

99 95 101 116 t3t 128 13k 145 16b 171 215 204 201 227 241 187 276 307 328 332 419 472 569

10 3 14 103 147 157 148 141 14-4 172 1..5 216 226 205 274 1 264 308 M 409 343 353 431 476

182 207 214 259 o 218 164 174 161 187!195 228 25C 245 303 267 3:2 283 429 365 412 5i0 499

2. V•2 259 192 315 166 221 179 211 235 236 278 265 309 345 3161 347 450 389 413 s6 535

242 327 320 268 319 363 234 342 272 262 458 330 337 354 403 333 362 516 497 488

383 368 457 336 355 373 279 377 284 288 504 371 393 468 1433 375 372 524 553 532

3e4 397 464 449 3V, 395 352 408' 378 358 514 496 461 469 459 392 477 539

388 437 534 451 394 426 357 424 1425 455 519 506 522 502 485 399 492

417 491 597 483 414 460 382 526 527 525 586 5301 470

578 59" 498 440 543 556 521 533 -65 574

5132 582 544 5592 S89
S 546

540

15811 1 1__ I ms.]_, I - -I . I
Obescriplors denoted by frequency-of-us;ge rink number.
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No. of Pair DifferenL Pairs Different Pairs
Occurrences i L n l' Fiýc Foun~d Onlv in "9's"

1 20,218 2,001

2 8,654 59

3 4,854 2

Using the 47,244 pair combinations in the 90% of the file, the algorithm
assigned the 599 descriptors into 55 mutually exclusive attribute groups,
Table 3, each with from 2 to 16 descriptors. This is one less than the 56
columns for the full file, Table 1. However, the dispersion of descriptors
in Table 2 is markedly different. The first 28 columns have significantly
more descriptors--369 against 351. Seven groups, compared with four in
Table 1, have six or fewer descriptors each and eleven have either 15 or 16,
against only three. The assignment is the same for the first 63 descriptors,
differences beginning with rank number 64, but only Groups 1 and 3 in the
final arrays are identical. However, although the two arrays are quite
dissimilar for a difference of less than 5% in the number of pair associations
included A47,244 and 49,306), it appears impossible to draw any meaningful
conclusions fro,. this fact. The basic files in both cases are large--34,500
documents or more--and the form of the final arrays is more apt to depend upon
chance variations in the particular pairs present than upon some meaningful
factor.

The 2,062 pair combinations unique to the "9's" sample create 60 conflicts
with the descriptor assignments of Table 2; the first is the pair 2-174 in
Column 2. The conflicts comprise about 3% of the new pairs and occur at the
rate of one in about 65 new documents. Two new docun'ents, in turn, generate
slightly more than one new pair among the 599 most cu.--mon descriptors. (It
should be noted that some documents--possibly as many as 25%--do not have two
descriptors among these 599 and create no pair entering into the algorithm.)

All of these conflicts must be resolved by the updating algorithm. In
an attempt to ascertain some of the results of this renaming operation, the
adjustments have been traced through partially on a manual basis.

The simplest renaming is first order--moving one of the two conflicting
descriptors into a column in which it is exclusive. This must be done in
some prescrihed order--e.g., by columns from low to high, in ascending
sequence on descriptor code number of the pairs, in sequence on their rank
numbers, etc. Results differ depending upon the order of resolution and also
upon how much of available knowledge is used at the time a particular conflict
is resolved. if, for example, all new pair associations are posted before
renaming begins, then only the 60 conflicts must be clarified and the new
assignment is final for the cycle. On the other hand, if new associations
are accessed in the prescribed order and conflicts resolved as they occur,
then a renaming subsequently may give rise to another conflict above the 60
already known. Both methods have been carried out far enough to demonstrate
that the resultant array has at least 57 columns. It possibly has more,
because this point has been reached before half of the known conflicts have
been resolved. From Table 1, it is known that a 56-column array is possible.
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(;onsequentlv, it again is concluded that an updating algorithm limited to
first-order renaming does not maintain a minimum array of attribute qroups.

Because of the large number of possible movements which must be examined,
no attempt has been made to resolve conflicts with higher-order renaming
algorithms.

f. Summary of Manual Analyses of Mu]t>-List System. The nonmachine
studies of necessity have been ccnfined to a limited number of descriptors
with a data volume small enough to permit human simulation of computer
processes. Their purpose has been (1) to examine the effects of alternative
choices of action in the renaming operation and (2) to determine the degree
of complexity of renaming needed to maintain the minimum number of attribute
groups, The results, reported upon in detail in [4]-.[61, are summarized
briefly here, but the attribute group arrays are included.

The first trial used the 50 most common descriptors and pairs among them
with five or more occurrences. The associations are shown in Chart 2. By
inspection, it can be seen that most of the first 19 descriptors (all except
12 and 16) are used with each other and therefore must be in separate columns.
The remaining ones are placed initially in the first (lowest numbered) column
to which it can be assigned based solely upon lack of association with the
one descriptor at the head of the column. This initial assignment is shown
at the top of Chart 3. It utilizes only the pair associations formed by the
17 descriptors in the first line of the array.

Descriptors 20-50 are then processed in sequence, each one adding the
new associations formed by it with the remaining descriptors; e.g., processing
descriptor (rank number) 20 adds its associations with 21-50, etc. Some of
these newly introduced associations cause conflicts which require that one
of the descriptors be moved into a new column. This is done using only
associations so far known to determine exclusiveness and the assignment may
be changed subsequently as the remaining descriptors are processed in turn.
It will be noted that this process corresponds to a file-updating operation,
with renaming limited to higher numbered columns.

There are four variations in the set,,ence of processing steps when a
new pair d d is introduced and causes a conflict (i.e., both are in the

a,b c,f
same column and one must be moved). Each variation results in a different
final array:

Variation 1: Check D before d Move d to a new group..3-b ef ef

Variation 2: Check dab before de,f. Move dab to a new group.
Aaito : hcdefborda,b . Moe da,btoan gop

Variation 3: Check d before d Move d to a new group.r.ej fb a,b anwgop

Variation 4: Check d before d . N1ve d to anwgope,f a.b" e,f a
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I

Observe that the soiuLiu.s difi'fer o 'e a rchcC of a"ins is possibl--
that is, when both descriptors are exclusi'v? to the first group ir which
either is exclusive, or when both are inclusive to all established groups,
Once an initial difference of action has taken place, many of the subsequent
renamings, of cou-:e, are different, although some are still identical. It
is to be expected that tne four solutions will all differ from each other.

Results of processing each of the four variati-ns are shown ii. Chart 3,
22 or 23 grou-s being recuired for the 50 descriptors. No conclusions can
be drawon as to which variation is preferable; the fact tnat two of themn
require one more column may be due only to the particuldr data in the experi-
ment and cannot be used to conclude t is they are of necessity less preferable.
The different results do indi,,ate thhL it may be extremely difficult to
select a sequence of operations which will assure a minimum number of attri-
bute groups.

Whether or not the number of columns (2.) is actually minimum is
unknown. It has b en proved that, with these data, at least 21 are required.
However. attempts to reduce the array to 21 columns have been unsuccessful
and, similarly, no proof has been developed to show that 2ý. &re nacessary.

A series of manual simulations, identical in approach to the foregoing,
then was performed on the 100 most common descriptors, using all pair
associations existing among them. (The associations are shown in Chart 1.)
Uesults are present in Chart 4, with from 39 to 42 columns being required,
depending upon the variation chosen. The array of 4E is a further modifica-
tion of the procedure creating 4B and is included to illustrate the effects
of retracting renamings which subsequent actions show to be unnecessary.
Thus, if da,bdef conflict and def is moved, a pair association introduced

at a later time may result also in movinig da,b into a new cvumn. But this

may make it possible to restore d e to the original column. This pronedure

was followed iD, creating the array of Chart 4U. The array of 4F follows the
logic of setting up the attribute oroups initially, using all pair associaticns
in the data to guide the assignment.

The arrays generated with the sets of both 50 and 100 descriptors have
been set up using first-order renaming only. All have been reviewed for
reduction in number of columns through more complex reriamings and, mostly ?y
chance, it has been shown that the arrays 4B, 4C and 4n can be cut one column.
That reducing 4C to 38 columns is most sophisticated, involving second-order.
third-degree renaming. It is reduction that introduces the concept of nth-
degree renaming to the nth-order renarmiug initially proposed for the Multi-
List System.

The results of these siT.u]ati;ns bring out several sini.. factors
pertaining to the establishment and mainten'dnce cf descriptors in a minimum
number of mutually exclusive attribute groups.

First, file storage reqtirement's for holding descriptor pair a~sociatiotts
are large. A record must be maintained for each descriptor showing e7ery
other descriptor with which it is used in a document description. In the
cese of the DUC sampie, this auxiliary file is more than twice as large as
the basic documrent/descriptor file itself. Furthermore, most pairs occur
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Initial Assignment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 113 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10J 1- 13 14 15 17 10 ,19

40 47

31 16 12 35 21 20 22 24
44 26 23 32 50 41 25
48 28 45 39 27

29 46 43 33
30
34
36
38
39

S~42
S~49

['INAL ARRAY: d a,b Compared First. d ej Moved to New Group

S40 31 147 16 12 35 43223 211341 122 28 5 30 27 42 5

I

S46 36 46 45126 1 381 41 39 33

49 137 I i 44!

FINAL ARRAY-: dea,f Compared First. d a,b Moved to New Group

FINAL ARRAY: def Compared First. def Moved to New Group

156 I 8 9 F1 1 1 h1T1 17 18 325

40 4 47 j 16j12 35 32 2321 34 31222 13 0292745 13I.1.L.. ....36146 4845 26 1381 41 L[ 3

FINAL ARRAY: d Cl Compared First. d Moved to New Group

1T~ 2 4 5T 8 9 10 1113 1415 117 1819292024 1252932-5

401 131147 16112 13543232021341 222 3003027 42 3341
j I48L 3616 46 J 4512 -8 413 15

49 3744 37

Fina FINALry ARRAY:in Fro Comp aredinso First.-dMov d e toRewnGroup

(50 Most r omon DDC Descriptors, Pair Associations With 5 or More Occurrences)
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only once or twice and new pairs are added at a fairly high rate as new docu-
o ments are introduced. Other libraries may have characteristics different

from that of DOC and, presumably, at some stage of library size, the number
) of new associations becomes rather small. It is not known at what point this

W occurs.

Second. if both of two conflicting descriptors meet the algorithm
specifications for renaming, then the one selected apparently has an effect
on the number of groups. Results of the analyses do not indicate which, if
any, of them maintains the minimum number of columns. Indeed, it is possible
that each of the several variations should be followed through to completion
to determine which is best. Even a few conflicts gives a large number of
possible combinations of actions.

Third, a fairly complex renaming process is necessary to achieve a
minimum array. It has been shown that first-order renaming does not do this.
The analysis indicates that renamings of higher order, and also of higher
degrees, are required, but how high has not been established. In any case,
the number of possible actions to be investigated rapidly becomes so large
as to pose an almost prohibitive processing workload. Even second-order
renaming--the simplest after first order--involves, with N descriptors,
looking at close to N(N- 1) possibilities. It appears, bat has not been
proved, that even more complex renaming is needed to maintain a minimum
array.

Finally, resolution of conflicts using the algorithm of Figure i does
not necessarily maintain a minimum number of groups. In this algorithm, a
renaming process is initiated only if a new association occurs for two
descriptors, previously mutually exclusive, in the same column, and one of
them at least is involved in the resultant renaming. It is perfectly
possible, however (see Chart 4E), to reduce the array after the updating
cycle by movement of one or more descriptors for which no new associations
have been introduced; indeed, there may be no new pairs in that column. It
may well be that the complete array should be reanalyzed after each updating
cycle to be certain that it is the minimum achievable. Otherwise, it may
continue to expand over a period of time until it contains several more than
the minimum number of columns.

No attempt has been made toward determining the approximate complexity
of renaming required for a minimum number of attribute groups. The array
already is so large that a reduction of even 3-4 columns does not negate
the conclusions of the next subsection.

g. Evaluation of the Multi-List System in an I.•R Application.
Evaluating the potential usefulness of the Multi-List System in a document
retrieval application reduces essentially to answering one question: "Is
it practicable to use combinations of several mutually exclusive index terms
as superkeys identifying lists into which the file is organized?" Based
upon the studies and simulations which have been completed on the DDC data,
the answer must be an unqualified "No." As a corollary to substantiating
this conclusion. it is possible also to establish the general data character-
istics whi.h file records must possess if the approach is to have potential
merit.
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The notation S.i~ = d d s,bd t is used for a superkey, where cI, cs
and ct can be taken as three consecutive attribute columns and the dr,a,

ds,b and dt,c are the groups of index terms in each column combined into

the superkey range. For simplicity, the discus, ion assumes that each column
can contain about the same average number of terms without increasing the
number of columns in the array. Whether or not the assumption is true does
not affect the analysis.

The pair associations of the 599 ,nost common index terms in the DOG
array require an array of 56 exclusive groups; including all 5540 terms in
the sample may increase this to about 60. or 20 sets of three columns. Th e
documents in the sample average only 5.14 index terms each; in tOe latter
part of the chronological period represented, this increases to between
7.5-9.1, depending upon security classification. In the entire sample,
only 859 documents have 12 or more terms, the maximum being 21. The attri-
bute group array, then, has several timnes as many columns as do-zuments have
descriptors. In fact, for the 97.5% of documents with 11 or fewer describing
terms, there are at least five times as many columns.

Although the distribution of index terms among columns is not random,
it is evident that any one document has terms in only a few of them. In
fact, if it has an index term in tihe range dr,a in Cr , there is a hiah
probability that it has none at all in c s and ect. Yet this one term must be

included in a s'zperkey Si which, by definition, includes a range of terms

from each of the three columns. Fulfillment of this requirement leads to
the concept of the null index term, Ai, present in every column ci and

defined as being exclusive to all real terms. In this example, the superkey
then becomes dr,a -1 s and it is quite evident that most superkeys will be of

this type--probably well over 90.1 of them. Some will hav.e two real terms,
with Si,j expressible in the form d.,s i , and only a small percentage

will have a term from each of the three columns, For practical purposes,
then the sunerkeys for most. of the index terms in a document will contain
one real and two null terms and be of the form S. - d A A C. This is

equivalent to establishing a separate list for each index term (or small
range of terms), except that additional bits and file storage space are
needed to denote the nulls.

As a direct corollary, the lists containing only a single real index
term or range, although relatively few in number (600 if the 60.-column array
is broken into ten ranges per columnn), contain most of the entries criss-
crossing the file storage area, but each list is long. Lists entered by
superkeys of the form S i,.j = dr, ds~b A t or d r,ad s,bdt,c may be many more in

number, but each is short.

Bsccause index term assignment to columns is not random, it is possible
that some "clustering" tenidency may exist i, actual usage, especially if the
mutua'1yv exclusive columns are reordered. To investigate this possibility,
the high-frequency index terms in 50 consecutive documents in the "9's"
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sample were listed by their rank number and column assignment in the array
of Table 1. (Because only those with two or more high-frequency descriptors
are involved, the selection range covered 61 documents.) These are listed
in Table 4, both rank numbers and attribute group coiumns being given in
ascending order; i.e., there is no column correspondence between the two.
Inspection of the right half of this table clearly shows that almost all
superkeys are of the form d r,a -s A . All attempts to improve results by

reordering columns have been fruitless. Because it does not include the
less fre-uently-used index terms, this tabie not fully definitive. However,
th- disrprqion of columns is so great that even their optimum placement for
each document--an impossible expectance--would not significantly alter the
table.

Processing search requests against a file list-organized in this manner
introduces a similar set of considerations. Consider a subset of the search
request in which terms are connected by a logical "and" relationship. In
most cases, each single term will form a super key of the type d A A .r,a s t
But it is not sufficient to search only the list c,,.ere'1 by this superkey;
all lists of which d is one member must be searched. If each column is

r,a
divided into ten ranges, this is 100 lists, of which some may have no entries.
As noted above, many of these are short, but nonetheless the records they
include must be examined.

It is concluded, therefore, that the grouping of index terms into
mutually exclusive attribute columns and the organization of the file into
lists entered by multi-column superkeys has no potential usefulness in a
document retrieval application and is, in fact, markedly inferior to a
straightforward list-organized file in which each term has its own list.
Exhaustive analyses of the large DDC sample show that the typical superkey
contains only a single real iadex term (or range of terms). The Multi-List
System does not achieve its objective of minimizing search time. Compared
to a conventional list-organized file, the Multi-List System organization not
only requires searching many more lists in processing retrieval requests,
but also uses considerably m)re data storage space for retention of the pair-
association lists. Finally, maintenance of the attribute group array imposes
an additional processing wirkload conservatively estimated to be two or more
orders of magnitude greater than that needed for single-term lists.

It may be argued, that the characteristics of the DDC file are not repre-
sentative of those "r other document retrieval applications and that the
above conclusion is not generally true. To some extent, this may be valid.
We are unaware of any published results of analyses into file characterists
which have been carried out on the scope or into the depth of those on the
DDC sample. Those data which have Leen noted are considered to be consistent
w't.h these results. In fact. there is some reason to believe that more-
specialized document files, indexed in greater depth and with a smaller
thesaurus than the DDC library, may show an even more unfavorable relation-
ship between number of index terms per document and the size of the mutually
exclusive attribute group array.
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DDC DOCUMENT FILE SAMPLE

Table 4.

High-Usage Descriptors and Their Mutually Exclusive Attribute
Group Assignments for a Selected Range of 50 Documents

Doc. No. Rank Numbers Mutuaily-Exclusive Attribute
Number Descr, of High-Usage Descriptors* Groups (Table 1)

230019 b 014 305 12 30
2Yf29 3 17. 304 13 16
230049 9 003 009 096 ]78 183 185 213 359 3 7 9 10 lb 28 37 47
230059 9 003 004 090 337 352 3 4 12 19 46
230069 5 417 526 562 8 9 20

230079 10 083 169 176 247 46 422 4/5 15 17 27 28 30 39 53
230089 6 049 076 595 3 10 22
230099 5 011 416 ii 43
230119 12 014 036 118 318 536 3 14 1 18 34
230139 9 001 031 131 164 314 455 498 1 21 24 27 43 47 52

230149 7 003 046 078 083 252 332 3 7 24 31 '9 53
230159 8 003 009 031 169 256 358 369 3 9 18 24 28 30 51
230179 5 064 222 384 30 42 48
230199 8 008 022 386 8 21 32
230219 5 030 143 167 237 8 21 39 41

230229 3 030 167 578 21 39 49
230239 12 001 007 017 031 052 059 095 182 528 1 6 7 8 12 21. 25 40 47
230259 5 003 150 3 29
230269 8 004 018 094. 438 4 12 14 17
230289 8 037 152 220 240 295 344 3 16 26 32 .7 419

230309 6 041 ]77 192 223 8 13 24 32
230319 8 002 115 233 281 292 493 2 25 35 43 14 48
230329 8 035 050 189 207 358 459 502 16 26 32 43 44 47 51
230339 4 002 093 2 29
230349 7 311 339 4 19

230359 5 001 057 187 592 1 9 14 17230379 10 020 021 1471 222 490 496 19 20 36 40 48 55230389 5 001 010 087 4471 1 10 23 41

230419 7 009 065 200 391 9 18 49 51
230439 4 003 009 167 3 9 39

230459 9 001 00.144 1 47 249 262 352 544, 1 4 11 26 31 36 40 46
230469 9 001 029 091 127 413 1 14 23 38 41
230509 3 173 184 426 5 40 46
230519 10 002 007 105 289 2 5 7 31
230539 6 001 018 063 237 1 17 32 41

230549 7 029 232 511 3 9 14
2305791 8 002 004 029 259 2 4 12 14
2305891 5 i047 158 195 430 509 1 14 20 34 35
230609 5 IC01 002 1 2
230619 15 001 036 039 316 355 429 431 486 1 3 18 26 32 40 41 52

230609 10 175 269 438 576 4 29 1,5 418
230659 6 009 141 195 9 34 37
230689 11 003 004 009 046 094 192 203 247 300 3 4 9 14 15 17 31 32 51
230699 7 076 208 5k-, 4 22 26
23073 11 076 236 11 24 45

230749 6 218 404 4bO 493 546 578 1 23 2) 32 46 49
230769 7 027 051 119 193 5 1 19 31
230789 3 052 100 361 16 17 e5
230799i t 077 0oo 5 49
e303099I 6 033 074 449 501 12 15 20 3b

includes only docuwrnts wit:, two or more nigh-ussge descriotors. 11 documents in thi3
range nave none or one.
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h. Characteristics of a File Suitable for Multi-List System Organization.
The evaluation implies one basic characteristic a file must possess if the
Multi-List System is to have potential usefulness: There must be a number
of data fields having a range or set of different values as possible entries
and in which all, or nearly all, file records do have an entry. These need
not comprise all the data fields in the record; it can be divided into parts,
one consisting of fields present in practically all records and the other,
the variable or trailer fields which may or may not exist in every record.
The first type can be combined into superkeys; the second, included in indi-
viduai lists.

Many types of files have records with this characteristic. In general,
the fixed fields may be further subdivided into two categories. First are
those in which a single record can have only one entry, such as clock number,
base hourly wage rate, home department, number of dependents, etc., in a
personal file. Each such field may be considered as an attribute, for which
the possible values are by definition mutually exclusive and no procedure is
required to maintain this exclusiveness. Second are those fields in which a
single record may have multiple entries, such as foreign language proficiency
and higher job categories for which a person is qualified. Here exclusiveness
is not an a priori condition, but is a function of the particular entries
which exist in the totality of file records. If such attributes are to be
divided into several (two or more) mutually exclusive groups, then the file
maintenance procedure must provide for retaining a record of existing asso-
ciations and adjusting the groups as necessary to reflect changes in the
detail entries.

Attributes with only a single possible entry per record probably are
most susceptible to grouping into superkeys when a list-type file organiza-
tion is being evaluated. By attaching a chain address to groups of two or
three data fields (attributes), range broken into superkeys, rather than to
each one, some storage space and input-output transfer time always can be
saved in handling an individual record. Additional savings may accrue by
using condensed codes for the superkeys themselves. Such savings, however,
may be only a fairly small percentage of the record size in a normal list-
organized file.

At least partially offsetting this gain is, usually, somewhat increased
complexity and, possibly, additional computer time both in maintaining the
file and in processing search requests into the lists. This arises because
a search may not--and normally will not--involve all of the attributes grouped
into a superkey, but will be of the form d r,a ast *or d r, d s,bt, for which

several lists must be searched. Although exactly the same number of records
may be examined with either single-value or superkey list organization, the
latter method requires the extra machine instructions and computer time for
accessing, transferring and examining records in many lists instead of just
one. Evaluation of the relative payoffs, and of the efficiency of organizing
the file itself into lists, must be predicated upon the total uses of the
file and cannot be done here.

If the mutually exclusive attribu.e groups have to be developed and
maintained in the manner necessary for a document retrieval application, then
it is concluded that the Multi-List System does not constitute a feasible
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method of file organization and use. Standard approaches are superior in
terms of storage requirements, of file maintenance complexity and processing
time and of file searching and use. It may result in reduced storage re-
quirements for files with many data fields of the "attribute" type, but in
most cases will require more processing time for file updating and use.

C. ANALYSIS OF HE BLACK-PATRICK VARIATION OF A DOCUMLiC-SEQUENCED FILE

D. V. Black and R. L. Patrick have suggested [91 a variation in the
document-sequence file as a means of realizing greater file-searching
efficiency. In this approach, the index terms for each document are ordered
in ascending sequence (as one possibility) on their code numbers and the
file records, document numbers and index term codes, are ordered on the
string of code numbers considered as a single variable-length key. Where
keys are identical, records are in document-number sequence. A file so
organized looks like this:

Doc. Term Term Term Term
No. 1 2 3 4

1000 123

9000 123 234

7000 123 234 345

4000 i23 234 345 567

4001 123 234 345 567

4002 123 234 345 567

3053 742 999

0123 846 978 1235

8421 847 1341

9766 954

It will be observed that the records are identical to those in the normal
document-sequenced file, in which index terms usually are carried in ascend-
ing sequence on code number within each document. Only the record sequence
within the file is different.

The index terms in a request (assumed here to have logical "and"
connectives) are converted to code numbers and similarly ordered into ascend-
ing sequence. In processing the request, searching need continue only
through that portion of the main file in which the first terms are equal to
or less than the first term of the request. For example, if a search
includes the terms 234-345-567, the search through the "file" in the table
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above terminates after document number 4002. Because the docluments beginning
with 3053 include no index term less than (code number) 742, they obviously
cannot meet the search criteria. In the portion of the file in which a "hit"
is possible, each file record is examined by a conventional comparison sub-
routine to determine whether or not it meets the criteria.

Does this approach have any significant potential in a document retrieval
application? Unquestionably, it permits terminating a search without examin-
ing all the documents in the file and, from this standpoint, is preferable to
a straight document-sequenced organization. The percentage of the file records
that can be bypassed, on the average, has not been reported. In fact, so far
as known, the proposal has not been tested against an actual file of document
descriptions and a representative sample of search requests.

If documents are ordered on the lowest index term code in their descrip-
tions, there is obvious tendency for the file records to be clustered among
the lower code numbers. Further, the probability of having a low code in d

description increases with the number of terms used. Both of these tendencies
are evident in this summary of 50 DDC documents classified by low descriptor
code used. (These are document numbers ending in "9" in the DOC accession
number raige 229009-229499, described in 1960. It is not a random sample but
is considered roughly typical of documents accessed during that period.)

Low Descriptor Number of Average Descr. Cum. % of
Code Range Documents per Document Documents

0001-0199 9 8.67 18%

0200-0399 8 7.75 34

0400-0599 5 8.40 44

0600-0799 - - 44

0800-0999 5 9.20 54

1000-1199 - - 54

1200-1399 8 5.75 70

1400-1599 1 3.00 72

1600-1799 2 5.00 76

1800-1999 1 5.00 78

2000 cz Up 11 4.91 100

Total 50 6.92
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Only two documents have lowest codes greater than 3000---3204 (three descrip-
toTs) and 4779 (four descriptors). Thus almost all these documents have at
least one index term in the first 40% of the descriptor code range (maximum
about 7000) and over half of them are in the lowest one-seventh (below 1000).
Because DDC codes are assigned sequentially to descriptor names in alpha-
betic order, this clustering tendency in the lower number range is equiva-
lent to saying that most documents are described with a term whose first
letter is early in the alphabet.

The sequenced codes for the te'mns in a set of average search requests
likewise have a clustering tendency, not necessarily the same as that
exhibited by the library as a whole. The portion of the file that can be
bypassed in processing them ca',,iot be estimated with any accuracy without
conducting an analysis using descriptions of a reasonably large collection
of documents (several thousand, at least) and a representative cross-section
of search requests.

The number of documents examined might approximate, for example, half
the library if the average request meets four conditions: (1) The number
of terms is fairly small; (2) terms have only logical "and" connectives;
(3) retrieval is based upon a full match of all terms and not varying subsets
of those in the request; (4) the average request is described to about the
same degree of detail as the average document; and (5) over a period of
time, the distribution of subject classifications in search requests approxi-
mates that of the document library. In practice, these conditions are not
met and the general effect of the deviations is to increase the portion of
the file which must be searched.

In the conventional document-sequenced file, new documents can be added
at the end with insertions (if any) limited to the latter portions of the
file. In thn Black-Patrick variation, insertions are the rule and the entire
file must rewritten on each updating cycle. To this extent it imposes an
additional processing workload and cost. Although no experimental data have
been seen to support the conclusion, it appears quite possible that the
method is preferable to the standard aocument--sequence file, where a saving
of even 10% in the number of records examined may be profitable. However,
it is not considered competitive with ether the inverted sequence or list-
organized file in processing search requests. It is applicable only with
magnetic tape or other sequential-access storage medium and, despite the fact
that a list-organized file is twice as large, the latter almost invaribly
will result in lower over-all processing time and cost.

D. OPTIMUM ORGANIZATION OF A DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL FILE

There seems to be rather general, but not universal, agreement that,
for the foreseeable future, automated document retrieval will based upon
searching a file in which documents are described by index terms and in which
the request terms are connected by varying complexities of loqical "and,"
"or" and "but not" relationships, There also appears to exist rather general
concurrence--possibly not quite so pronounced--that only the inverted se-
quence and list-organized files provide really efficient means for automated
retrieval. Certainly only these two can be co-sidered in a real--time opera-
tiorn, which demands an on-line, mass-storage (random access) device for the
document file.
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.General Coir,,ents un ractors AffecLing File Urganization.

The most efficient detailed form of file organization is predicated to
some extent upon characteristics of the data processor and its storage
devices. For example, if a disc file or drum always transfers blocks of 100
characters, nothing can be done about it (without changing the equipment) and
the det'iiled file design and use specifications must take this fact of life
into account. Insofar as internal processing and data storage capabilities
are concerned, practically all modern (current decade) general-purpose EDPIM's
are quite flexible and pose no basic restrictions on the type of file organi-
zation established. A real-time retrieval operation--and particularly one
in which a person is permitted to "browse" through the automated file--requires
some type of query (data input) and display (data outpitt) device connected to
the processor. Here the limitations are much more apt to be those of the
capabilities--and cost--of the device rather than those of the rest of the
processing system. Because of these equipment-related factors, a detailed
file layout can be made and optimized only within the f'amework of the
characteristics of a specific equipment configuration.

The most efficient, general form of file organization, however, depends
largely upon the requirements the file processing must meet and the environ-
ment in which the operation is performed. Consequently, it can be studied
and conclusions can be reached. This is true despite the fact that require-
ments and environments are quite diverse and, at first glance, it might seem
that the optimum file organization takes many forms, depending upon the
particular conditions applicable. The problem can be reduced to manageable
size by eliminating those phases or requirements which are not a direct part
of maintaining the index file to be searched or of processing requests
against it.

As examples, the procedures for maintaining and using an automated
thesaurus are essentially identical for both list-organized and inverted
files. The method of arriving at index terms--manual or machine--and of
validating them againsL the thesaurus is a function independent of the
organization of the index file. The accumulation of statistical data can
be done in about the same way with either type of file. A similarly separate
processing function is that of maintaining auxiliary files which may be re-
quired, such as those used to develop significant usage associations of
index terms. Selectioi of documents for "current awareness" programs occurs
at the time new descriptions are entered for processing and also is independ-
ent of the particular file format in which the data are to be stored for
subsequent searches.

2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Inverted and List-Organized Files.

The organization, content and use of the index term file are predicated
upon the requirements of the search algorithm and the exact nature of the
cutput. Both te inverted and list-organize! files contain only document
numbers and index terms. The output of a search through either type of file,
then, is limited to these two types of data. Inclusion in the output of such
additional information as titles, abstracts or copies of documents is not
possible using only these files, but requires one or more additional opera-
tions. These are not part of the direct file searching proceo.s and may or
may not be automated.
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a. Differences in Search Outputs. The first basic difference in the
use of these files is the nature of the output. For practical purposes,
the output of searching an inverted file is a list of each document number
satisfying the search criteria plus, if desired, the list of index terms
upon which Lhe selection was based. The list-organized file can produce
not only the document list but atso all index terms used in each description.
In additiorn, by expanding the size of the file record, such other data as
author's name, publication or journal, date of publication, etc., can be
incorporated i.n tVae output. This is possible whether or not such fields
are used in the same manner as "normal" index terms.

The greater output flexibility of the list-organized file points out
another essential difference between the two types. The fact that it is
basea upon a document record which can be expanded rather easily to include
morp data than the basic inoexing terms themselves is a strong incentive to
do just that. Consequently, the evaluation of which type of file is most
efficient usually will not be base'd upon two different organizations of the
same data base. Almost inevitabiy, the list-organized file will contain
more informat-xr: than the inverted file.

If output requirements are satisfied by a list of document numbers
(plus, at most, the descriptors upon which the selection is based), then
"either type of file organization can be used. If additional descriptive
information of the general -s mentioned above are postulated, then only
the list-organized file is app icable.

b. Differences in Nature of Search Algorithm. The list-organized file
is more flexible than the inverted file in the degree of sophistication or
complexity permissible in the search algorithm. The list-organized file
can be used for any type of search possible against an inverted file. In
addition, it permits st.rch criteria which are not practicable with the
latter form of file organization. The greater capabilities of the list-
organized file arise because, in processing a request, it makes available
more data than does the inverted file.

The relative ýegrees of search complexity may be summarized in this
manner: With an inverted file, all index terms used in the selection must
be contained in the rasic search request, or must be derivable from sources
otiief than the file itself. As examples of the latter, the input terms may
be expanded based upon hierarchal or structural relationships carried in an
(automated) thesaurus, or upon usage association data contained in the
thesaurus or other file which can be accessed with an index term as key.
In addition to the above, the list-organized file make-, it possible to in-
corporate criteria based upon terms contained in document records accessed
through the initially given terms. The additional terms so obtainod are
derivable only from within the list-organized fi~e itself,

The applic'bility of the two files to some of themore commonly proposed
search parameters are discussed brielly:

Both can handle the same complexity of logical "elationships between
search terms; typically limited to "and," "or" and "but net" connectives.



Both have the same capabilities for converting between external and
internal language: Term names to index term codes, non-indexing names
or codes to indexing codes, external index codes to internal codes, etc.

Both files can handle requests when all terms in the search criteria
are included in the request input.

Both files can be used when the selection criteria can include subsets
of the full range of index terms (e.g., selection of all documents
containing any three of five given index terms). With both files,
weight factors can be used and calculated document weight faclors can
be part of the output. Also, the output cart include the num-r of
terms upon which sl.lection was made, or a list of the terms, jr both.

Both files can be used if the basic index terms of the request are to
be expanded based upon term relationships included in the thesaurus,
with or without weight factors assigned to the additional terms so
generated.

Similarly, both can be used with expansion of the list of terms based
upon "significant" associations of terms occ,'rring in the file as a
whole. Pairs, triplets, or larger numbers of terms may be used in the
determination of association factors.

In the above two cases, both files permit limiting selection of docu-
ments to those meeting specified conditions of given and added index
terms.

List-organized, but not the inverted, file permits additional search
cycles using new index terms included in documents selected during the
previous cycle. Here it is understood that the new terms are found
solely because of their inclusion in documents selected on the basis
of already-known terms. They are not derivable from the thesaurus.
The new terms can be weighted and combined in these subsequent search
cycles in the same manner as the original terms.

These search criteria involve data other than what are generally understood
to be "index terms," but which may be incorporated into the search file.

Dates (year of publicatioi., for example) can be a search criterion with
both files. In the list-organized file, date is included in each docu-
ment record. If so, it can be part of the serach output whether or not
it is used as a selection criterion. In the inverted file, each time
interval is set up as an index term record containing the numbers of
all documents applicable. (This record almost always has thousands of
detail entries.) Dates of selected documents cannot be provided, at
least practicably, unless specified as a search parameter.

Authors name, with an inverted fi'e, can be used only if it is an index
terni in the basic request and, further, only if the basic file has a
record, for each author, with the list of oertinernt document numbers.
For practical purpose, it is not possible to determine the .Athor of a
document selected on the basis of other terms, even though the fiMe
includes the above record for each author.
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Autho"'s name, vwith a list-organized file, can be included readily as
part. of the output of all searches, provided only that it is a data
field in each document field. In addition, the documents for each
author can be "chained" into a list accessible through an enlarged
entry table. If this is done, the search output can be expanded to
include all other documents by the &uthors of those selected during
the basic search.

Journal or publication name (usually coded), with a list-organized file,
can be in,.luded as part of the search output in the same manner as
author's name. Although this field also can be placed into lists,
there is considered to be practically no advantage in doing so. With
an inver'.ed file, this field is subject to the same restrictions as
author's name and, in practice, cannot be used.

Role indicators for index terms can be us,2d with both files. Separate
records (inverted file) or lists can be set up for each role-term
combination; or, alternatively, a single record or list can be estab-
lished foa ther term, modifiers associated with the document number
specifying the applicable role.

Link indicators definitely can be used with a list-orga.,ized file.
Their use introduces several complexities with an inverted file, and
it is not known if they can be incorporated efficiently. There is a
good deal of controversy on the usefulness of link indicators in a
document retrieval application. Analyses of their effects on file
organization are not considered warranted at this time.

c. File Maintenance Differences. Updating a list-organized file
requires more computing than an inverted file. The additional operatio:as
are those necessary to create the cbain address for every index term in each
new docume..t. Inverted file updating is straightforward and simple: Create
word-pairs for each new irdex term and document number combination, sort
into (term) sequence and merge the document numbers into the existing term
records. With serially assigned accession ijumbers, the merging occurs only
at the end of each record to be updated; ideally, new numbers are added only
at. the end of the record. In general, the complete record for each index
term in the new documents is read and completely rewritten. The operations
are organized most efficiently in a sequential manner and even the sorting
requires relatively little computer memory.

The most efficient algorithm for updating a list-organized file requires
that the entire index term entry table he in the nrocessor memory. If this
is done, the chain addresses for each document can be created one after the
other, the entry table being updated simultaneously, ana tihe docur'ent trans-
ferred to the file storage medium before processing the next one. This
approach uses a quite large amount of memo•'y-- two words or about ten 3harac-
ters--for each index term in the thesaurus and in many cases may no.o be
practicable. Alternative methods take more ccomputing time.

In the typical case of an updating cycle with about 500 new document,
entries, fewer file references are needed with a list-')rganized file. Al-
though the entir-e entry Zahle is read and rewritten, it is small compared tG
the document file itself. With 3 mass storage uevice, one acces is required
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for each document record processed; two may be needed. With magnetic tape
storage, the file always can be organized so that new documents are added at
each end (i.e., the file need not be in document number see,'ence) without
rewriting the previously existing file. Wil.h an inverted iile, a record
access is necessary for each index term included in the input. For typical
updatings with small document volumes, there usually are several times as
many terms as documents. An inverted file requires more accesses Lo update
the index file than does a list-organized file.

Periodic file purging (elimination of documents) is somewhat faster with
a list-organized file than with an inverted file, provided that the purging
involves a solid block of the oldest documents in the file. This is done so
seldom--once or twice a year--that it is not an important factor in the
selection of a file design. However, random purging also is not only possible,
but simple, with a list-organized file. The storage space occupied by the
record cannot be eliminated because of !he need for retaining the chain
addresses, but the document effectively can be "killed" by flagging or
wiping out its number. Random purging can be done, but is not practicable,
with an inverted file

(I. File Storage Comparison. The exact method of setting up file records
on the storage medium depends heavily upon the specifications of the storage
device itself and tile nature of data transfers to and from the central
processor. It almost never is possible to optimize all of the several factors
involved. Among the more important are. (1) Utilization of the data storage
space available, particularly with mass storage devices; (2) effective,
rather than instantaneous, transfer rates to and from the computer memory,
especially with sequential-access storage; (3) access time, either sequential
or random; (4) the amount of memory required foi input/output data transfers
in relation to the total available; and (5) the effects of file design on
processing time. In practice, the detail file design is a compromise, each
of several conflicting objectives being achieved in varying degrees (and,
usually, none being fully realized).

In this respect, it should be noted that the degree of compromise
necessary varies considerably for different types of approaches to basic file
organization. With current mass storage devices, for example, it is con-
sidered much more difficult, if not impossible, to set up a list-organized
file which will come as close to realizing its potential advantages as will
an inverted file on the same device. A basic file organization which in
theory may be s'erior or preferable to another may in practice, be inferior
or less effici(

Because -" the varying characteristics of storage devices and their
interfaces with the rest of the processing system, it is appropriate to make
only generil remarks and comparisons on implications of the medium
selected on the list-organized and inverted files.

If the index file is stored on magnetit. tape or similar s,.i.ential-
access devices, comparable efficiencies can he achieved with eiJ-3-r type of
organization. Tape blocks almost invariably are fairly long to attain high
effective transfer rates and, with modern equipment, range from 500 characters
up; larger blocks are desirable if enough memory can be allocated for input-
output areas. Thus with both files. a number of records are packed into one
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block. With an inverted file, the long records for common terms may be split
into several blocks. The condition probably never arises with a list.-
organized file: 50 index terms for a document (the largest number report)
creates a record on the order of 500 characters.

Two points may be noted. First, the list.-organized file is about twice
as large as the inverted and takes twice as long to process. Thus, if search
criteria are within the scope of what it can handle, the inverted file is
preferable when sequential access storage is used. Second, if a list-organized
file is used, chain addresses must carry only in the forward direction of the
tape. In practice, this results in mixing records of various sizes within
the file. Unless the equipment includes a flexible input-output control word
system (e.g., "scatter read"), time to search out individual records increases.
Records in an inverted file can be grouped quite easily according to length
(number of index terms included).

Three important characteristics affect the organization of a file on a
mass storaoe device, such as a disc or drum. First, the randorr, access
capability requires specifying a record's location as a machine-fixed
address--disc surface, track, and sector within tra;,. for example. This
factor causes no logical difficulty with either li iraanized or inverted
files; the machine addresses need not be the same :ocument numbers or
index term codcs. In a list-organized file, however, their use as chain
addresses almost certainly increases the size of each record. This follows
because the document number, which is what really is being chained, seldom
exceeds six decimal digits, or 29-24 bits, while machine addresses of mass
storage sectcrs usually take more bits then this.

Second, in many equipments, sectors have a fixed character capacity,
usually in the 60-200 range, but sometimes larger. Data transfers may occur
in one or more of three basic ways. (1) One 'omplete sector at a time;
(2) one sector, with the transfer terminated wher the actual end of data is
reached; and (3) multiple sectors, variable in number, transferred at a time.
With both types of files, compromises are necessary to fit the variable-
length records into fixeti-length sectors and to handle long records which
cannot be contained within a single sector. A few equipments provide foi
truly variable-length sectors, one sector terminating and the next beginning
immediately after the end of each record. Thus one track can have a variable
number of sectors, each of different length, track capacity setting the maxi-
mum sector size. This facility is well-adapted for files in which records
are variable in length but, once established, are essentially static--i.e.,
do not expand or contract during subsequent processing. This is a basic
characteristic of a d.icument description and thus a list-organized file can
readily utilize variable-sector storage.

Third, mass storage devices are relatively more expensive, per bit, than
magnetic tapes and in operation the entire file must be available to the
central processor. Thus it is desirable to utilize a high percentage of the
available bit capacity for data storage. This may be difficult to achieve
with fixed-length sectors and a list-organized file, where the maximum record
may be 4-10 times as long as the minimum. Here it is doubtful if utilization
of as much as 70: can be realized without sacrificing some of the potential
advantages of this method of file organization. With variable-length sectors
and one record per sector, the utilization may be somewhat better. Some
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track capacity is used to record the machine sector addresses and other
handware signals associated with variable-length data blocks. tormally, this
is equivalent to many bits and, for the short records typical of document
descriptions, may take l5' or more of the capacity potentially usable. In
additiozi, the machine addresses tend to fairly long; if used as the chain
addresces within each record, their greater length (than document numbers)
further reduces the effective data storage capacity.

These factors are not so important with an inverted file, whose records
increase in size with time and whose growth factor is taken into account in
file design and storage allocation. Internal index term codes easily can be
made the same as machine sector addresses and term records of like sizes can
be grouped readily to utilize most of the capacity of fixed-length sectors.
If variable-length sectors are used, the machine addresses take a mach smaller
percentage of track capacity because the average index term record is much
longer than the average document description (a 7:1 ratio in the DDC sample
and this probably is lower than in the typical document retrieval applica-
tion).

e. Comparison of Search-Request Processing Requirements. Four factors
affecting the processing of search requests may be noted: (1) Number of
records accessed or acted upon; (2) amount of data transferred into the
processor memory; (3) amount of computing necessary to determine the documents
meeting the search criteria; and (4) the amount of memory required to hold
data and the program.

It has been noted that, with an inverted file, one record is accessed
for each index term in) the request, some of them being very long. Their
number seldom exceeds 20. With a list-organized file, the number of accesses
is highly variable, but the individual records are short. The ideal search
here is one in which the request contains an infrequently used term connected
by a logical "and" relationship to all its other terms. Then only the docu-
ments in this one short list need be accessed. The case is not considered
typical. The common terrm may not be infrequently used. The request may not
be simple, but contain two or more subsets, each with one term having the
desired "and" relationships. Or the selection criterion may be based upon
partial matching against terms in the request. The "average" search against
a list-organized file, then, requires traversing several lists and, although
shortest lists can be selected whenever possible, the total number of records
accessed is fairly large and several times as many as with the inverted file.
It may also be noted that a variable percentage of records will be accessed
and processed two or more times because they belong to more than one of the
lists involved. Consequently, total access time--in the 15-75 millisecond
range for typical mass stow-age devices--normally is several times as long
with a list-organized as with an inverted file. This is an important design.
consideration for a real-time document retrieval application.

The amount of data transferred into the processor is the product of the
number of records accessed and their average length. In c list-organized
file, the average length of records examined is about the same as that of
the file as a whole. This is not true of an inverted file. An examination
of a number of requests and some published data on this aspect indicate that
the average length (number of documents) of search terms is considerably
larger than that of the index terms in the file as a whole. This is
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tantamount to saying that search requests typically contain several rather
common terms. (In a list-organized file, this means that the average length
of the lists in a request are greater than that of the total file.) No
definitive data have been obtained as to which type of file organization
results in the transfer of the lesser amount of data. However, an answer to
this question may not be of major importance. With most current equipments,
data transfers occur at very high speeds. With mass storage devices, access
time for a record greatly exceeds the actual transfer time of all except
extremely large blocks of data.

Except for control and input-output programming, the computing time
necessary to process a search request is largely a function of the number of
comparisons made. This is easily determinable with an in arted file in which
the comparisons are made against the sequenced list of document numbers in
the record for each index term and a similarly ordered list of document
numbers meeting the search criteria to the current point of processing. The
number of comparisons effectively is the same as the total o! the document
numbers read in with all index terms in the request and is independent of
the order in which the terms are processed. (Actually, it is a little les•,
because the two lists usually are not exhausted simultaneously.)

With a list-organized file, the number of comparisons is not easily
predictable. All pertinent index terms in the request must be examined and
pass the search criteria to accept a document. It is rejected at the first
failure to pass a selection criterion and this occurs after examining a
variable number of index terms. No reports of analyses into this phase have
been seen. Second, and more important, the number of comparisons is highly
dependent upon the order in which the index terms are processed. Within
each document record, the terms are in some prescribed order, which without
loss of generality can be &ssumed to be ascending sequence on index term
code. Unless the terms in the request can be taken in the same sequence,
the re-ord may be scanned several times to find individual terms, each
scanning involving several comparisons. It is considered probable that the
request terms can be so ordered, but tl'e comparisons subroutines probably
are longer, and take more computing time, than the straightforward "accept-
reject" possible with an inverted file.

The program for processing search requests against an inverted file
appears to be less complex than that for a list-organized file and thus to
require a somewhat smaller amount of computer memory. However, the inverted
file needs much more memory for data stroage. If list organized, each docu-
ment record is accepted or rejected on the spot and no intermediate data are
carried over from one to the next. If inverted, an intermediate list of
document numbers is carried over to each successive index term and memory
must be allocated to hold it. This list may be fairly long--several hundred
dtcuments at some stages of *he processing--or there may be more than one of
thei, depending upon the logical complexity of the request and the order in
which the terms are processed addition, with a mass storage device, its
data input area is large, be it is necessary (or at least highly
desirable) to provide for reaý..y successive blocks of several hundred words
each for index terms appearing in many documents. On the other hand, the
input area with a list-organized file only need be large enough to handle
the longest document description. If magnetic tape is uqed, the blocks are
about the same size with either file and the input areas therefore are£ comparable.
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W/ith batch processing of search requests against an inverted file on
magnetic tape, intermediate data storage requirements often are so large
that the processing of the main file is limited to writing out a "work tape"
of the records for the index terms , involved. Subsequently each request is
processed, one after the other, against this small "work tape." Batched
searching against document-sequenced or list-organized files can be done as
each successive record is read in, although the latter type of organization
may introduce a rather complex control program to handle the multiple lists
being followed. Use of mass storage devices eliminates this type of batch
processing; each request is acted upon individually even if several are
received at one timp.

3.. Determination of Optimum File Organizaticn for Document Retrieval.

From the discussion of the previous two sections, it is considered that
the inverted file is the more efficient organization if the types of searches
it can accept and the output data it provides meet the application require-
ments. This is true for both sequential and random access file storage.
The file is smaller than any other except the straight docurment-sequenced
organization; is simple to maintain; requires fewer record accesses in
processing a search request; probably selects documents with considerably
less internal computing; and is susceptible to efficient operation with
either sequential or random access types of file storage.

The basic disadvantages of the inverted file rel.ate to the scope or
complexity of search criteria which are permissiblc and to its restricted
output in response to search requests. Although it may be granted that the
inverted organization adequately meets dhe requirements of many, if not most,
existing docurnent retrieval applications, there appears to be a definite
trend toward more complex and 3oohisticated search criteria and more data,
short of abstracts, in the output. These are inevitable--and, on the whole,
,lesirable--tendencies for an application which has a relatively short history
of mechanized processing. Progressively increasing complexity and sophisti-
cation have typified victually every application converted to electronic
processing systems, and there is no reason to think that document retrieval
is any different. As a matter of fact, it is doubtful if there is much
justification for such a system if it accomplishes no more than can be done,
for example, with "peek-a-boo" cards.

Many of these ramifications are based upon data either already contained,
or easily included, in files with document-oriented records. Also, they
often are directed toward an ultimate real-time operation requiring random
access to file records and, at some point, remote query-display devices and
the resultant ability of the requester to control and modify the handling
of his query as a part of its processing.

The question then arises: Is the list-organized file the most efficient
method of storing a document description file when the inverted sequence will
not meet the requirements of the application? After careful analysis and
evaluation of the factors and implications involved, it is our opinion that
the answer must be an unqualified "No." If a list-organized file meets the
processing requirements of a document retrieval application. then a conventional
inverted file together with a conventional document-sequenced file constitutes
a more efficient and preferable form of data storaqe.
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This statement is not particularly difficult to substantiate. In fact,
the suggested organization is a direct and immediate product of analyzing a
list-organized file and its processing implications. Much of ths rnther
voluminous literature on this method of file organization seems to assume
that it is a new methodology and is devoted to the design, use and manipula-
tion of lists. This aporoach has been made possible by adding large-capacity,
random-access storage devices to the electronic data processor, the complete
system remqving the nec(ssity for essentially sequential processing which
characterizes earl er types of data processors. Too little attention has
been paid to what a list-organized file really is or to the conditions under
which it may be the optimum form for storing data to be processed.

File organization and design always have been predicated upon the media
available for data storage, the processing to be done unon the data and the
characteristics of the "tools" available to do the processing. They still
are. These three factors are heavily interdependent. The principle of Lhe
list-organized file is not new, but its manifestations and method of use
differ, of course, when random rather than basically sequential access to
records becomes possible.

The closest counterparts to list-organized files are found in those
processed manually, where at least quasi-random access is possible. (Tech-
nically, access to discs and drums also is quasi-random.) One of the oldest
is the list of synonyms and antonyms given for many words in a dictionary or
thesaurus. This is a direct counterpart; the cross-references are chain
addresses leading to other file records having something in common with the
current one. Somewhat less obvious is the widespread use of colored ilags
or inserts in visible record or vertical files to identify records possessing
a similar attribute value; moreover, one record can belong to several dif-
ferent lists. In this case, the flag merely identifies a record having a
specific attribute and does not "chain" to the next record in the list.
I is a difference in technique arising because of the particular chorac-
tt tics of the file storage media and the manual processing against it.
It j .es possible the processing of all records on a "list" on a quasi-
random basis and without the necessity of examining every entry in the file.
This is exactly the objective of a list-organized file in in electronic
computer application. The use of edge-notched cards makes possible an
approach logically the same as that described above and adds a degree of
"mechanization" to finding the records in one list.

There is no close counterpart to list organization in processing systems
based upon punch cards or embossed plates as the file storage medium. This
arises because the various equipments found in these systems handle files
purely on a sequential basis. Maintaining two cards of the same basic data
in different sequences is somewhat analogous, the filing keys of one desk
corresponding to lists into the other.

Records in a list-organized file can be accessed in one of two ways.
First, they can be located by the keys upon which the file is sequenced.
each record being in a specific location relative Lo all others. A record
may be found either by sequential search of the file or, if the storage and
processing system permits, on a random access basis. Second, records having
some attribute in common can be located! by entering the list for that attri-
bute and. using the chain addresses or tags, finding each related record
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in sequence. In practice, the technique is confined to systems permitting
essentially random access to any desired record.

A record in a list-organized file contains two types of data fields.
First are those which pertain to the record itself--in a document file, these
are the index terms, author, journal, date of publication, etc., which describe
a given document. Second are the chain addresses, each of which links the
record to another one having the same attribute value for the data field
linked. These chain addresses do riot pertain t9 the record and add nothing
to the information contained in the first type of data field. Elimination
of all chain addresses in the file removes absolutely no information; all
it removes is one method of entering it.

Assume there exists a list-organized index file for document retrieval,
with document numbers as chain addresses. The entry word for index term A
(List A) gives a document number containing A. This document record in turn
includes a chain address which is the number of another document containing
A; and so on, the chain address of the last document in List A containing a
unique code signifying "end-of-list." All of the chain addresses linked
from the entry word for index term A can be removed from the file and set up
as a record for A. What is the nature of this record? Index term A fol-
lowed by all document numbers in which it appears. This is exactly the
record for index term A in an inverted file.

The process of removing chain addresses front the list-organized file
and creating index term records can be repeated for all terms in the entry
word table. Upon completion, the file has been split into two parts. The
index terms and the chain addresses constitute a normal inverted file. The
original list-organized file, now with all chain addresses eliminated, is a
normal document-sequenced file. Thus, a list-organized document retrieval
file is a direct merger of the conventional document-sequenced and inverted
files. Specifically, it is a document-sequenced file to which has been
added, as chain addresses, the index term records of the inverted file.

The combination of an inverted and document-sequenced file is one
alternate way of setting up exactly the same information as is contained in
a list-organized file. Because an inverted file record not only corresponds
to, but also is, a list of chain addresses, it can be used exactly as they
are used in a list-organized file. There is no mandatory reason for a
record in the file to contain the chairn address of another one in the list.
The list of chain addresse. can just as well be successive entries in a
separate record. The inverted and document-sequenced files permit carrying
out any type of processing possible with alist organization and, in addition,
enable execution of operations peculiar to the inverted sequence.

This dual fiMe has several advantages over the list-organized cne:

File updating is simpler and faster. It is unnecessary to perform
the operations required to insert chain addresses within a single
file.
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Search comparisons can be based upon index termn operations in the
normal manner of the inverted file. This reqinires access to only
a few records and, usually, less computing than operating on lists.
The complete records for selected documents must be obtained from
the other file, but the total number of accesses almost always is
much less than with the list-organized file.

Searches can be conducted against documents in lists ii considered
appropriate or faster. By incorporating suitable criteria, such
as presence in the request of an infrequently used index term, the
search program can be modi'ied to select the type of search which
probably will be completed i-test or most efficiently.

Searches against index term lists transfer less than half as much
data into memory as the conventional list-organized file, because
there are no extraneous chain addresses in the document-sequenced
index file. The chaining itself also is simpler and faster; the
next document number is in a known location in the inverted file
record which serves as entry, rather than in an unknown position
in the record currently being processed.

If desired, searches can be a combination of the inverted and list-
organized approaches. That is, comparison of index term records
can continue until the number of documents so far meeting the
criteria is small, at which time document records can be scanned.
The intermediate group of document numbers serves as the entry list.
The possibility exists of organizing the document-sequence file in

a manner which will reduce the access time to its records. This
arises because all document numbe-s in a list, or selected in
processing the search request, are known before any of them are
accessed. If the records are suitably organized on the mass
storage device, the order of picking up records can be chosen to
reduce the average access time well under that possible with a
random search.

The advantages and Ilexibility of the dual file technique indicate that it
is a preferable and more efficient approach than the conventional list-
organized file. Detailed analysis of the use of the dual file to process
lists has revealed only one disadvantage, considered to be of minor impor-
tance: More memory must be allocated to hold the document numbers or other
identifying keys of the records in tl.e list. In practi(-e, long lists of
keys would be subdivided and several accesses made for the complete list.
At 50 keys per subdivision, the dual file approach requires 2% more record
accesses than does the list-organized file.

Although -,his study of Lhe implications of the list-organized file has
been conducted with specific reference to 3 document retrieval application,
the conclusions apply to many other applications in which it is a possible
method of file organization. The document index file differs from most other
business data files in two significant respects. First, a document descrip-
tion record once established in the file renmains static and unchanged until
finally it is removed completely. Its field entries do not change and its
length, does not vary by the addition and deletion of temporary "trailer" data.
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Consequently, the iists to which it belongs remain fixed. Also, the iistr
themselves change only as documents are added to or deleted from the file,
not from processing actions on records already in the file. Changes in
field entries and variations in "trailer" data are normal occurrences in
processing most other files and the lists to which a record belongs change,
or can change, as a result of roitine processing. Second, most of the
references to a document description file are not made on its identifying
and sequencing key (document number), but upon an attribute value (index
term) it contains. Again this is atypical; most files have many references
based upon indpxing keys and relatively fewer upon attribute values.

A parts fil used foi stock and inventory control purposes is a typical
example of a business-type data file. Some military activities, at least,
have est; Mished parts files in list-organized foia and are processing
against them. Because many of the processing actions are routine orders for
or receipts of materia.L_• the file is established in part number (or stock
number) sequence anti, in these common cases, access to a record is through
this filing key. However, a veriety of other demands are placed upon the
file. Typical examples are: All parts used in a given equipment; ail parts
obtainable from a specified supplier; all parts currently on order; all
parts with a cos' of $1.50-$1.99; and all parts whose stock position Is
below their established low limits. Records with attributes of these types
obviously can be chained together in a list-organized file. In many cases,
the required output of processing a list is more than the part numbers and
access to all or a portion of their file -c,;ords is necessary.

It is considered that a list-organized parts file is less efficient and
not preferable to a dual file. The latter is easier to maintain and update.t
The routine processing actions transfer shorter records because there are no
superfluous chain addresses in the part numbei file itself. Many of the
lists are referenced at relatively infrequent intervals and the chain address
records might be stored mere economically on a medium less expersive than a
mass storage device. It is conceded readily that the more efficient process-
ing and lesser computing time attainable with the dual file may be more
potential than realizable. Access time to records may dwarf actual data
transfer and computing time and this may make any time saving relatively
insignificant. There is no practical advantage of devising a more efficient
system unless pcoductive use can be made of the time or memory saved, or
unless comparable results can be achieved with a smalier amount of hardware.

Nonetheless, it does not appear unreasonable to expect that the list-
organized file compete and be evaluated on its on merits against alternative
methods of data storage and processing. Tacit assumption of its efficiency
without recognizing its disadvantages can lead to ,using list organization in
applications where other approaches may result in markedly lower time or cost
of processing. The list-organized file unquestionably has a role in modern
processing systems. It is highly desirable to analyze and delineate the
conditions under which it--and other forms of data organization--can be used
most efficiently.
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4. Detail Design of Inverted and Document-Sequenced Files.

This section proposes a basic method of approach for the most efficient
detail index file design in a document retrieval application. It takes ad-
vantage of data characteristics which can be used to minimize any one or
more of record access, data transfer or internai computing time. Although
the discussion assumes t*,at files are maintained on mass storage devices,
the inverted file design also can be used advantageously with magnetic tapes.

Any detailed file design depends heavily upon the specifications of the
storage unit and its computer interface. Because these vary widely, only
the general approach is outlined. Modifications are necessary to fit the
general method into the framework of a specific equipment configuration.

a. Design of the Inverted File. This file typically is set up in
sequence on index term code and in document number sequence within the record
for each term. Many search requests contain several fairly comnon index
terms with several hundreds or thousands of document numbers each. Even in
libraries of modest size and average depth of indexing,. a typical search may
involve on the order of 10,000 of these, each of which must be transferred
"into memory and enters into a comparison loop. Quite commonly, a small
group of, say, 20 documents, selected on the basis of comparisons so far made,
is matched against an index term with 2,000 entries--frequently followed by
other high-usage terms.

If the index term record with 2,000 entries could be broken into 200
subsets, for example, of about 10 documents each, then the 20 intermediate
document numbers could be processed by accessing not over 20 of these subsets
and making about 200 comparisons, eliminating 90% of the word transfers and
comparisons otherwise needed.

Four basic system requirements should be met if an inverted file is to
be organized successfully in this manner:

(1) The document number itself nwist determine the subset to which it
belongs.

(2) Each subset should contain close to the same average number of
document3.

(3) The data should utilize a reasonably high percentage of the
potential capacity of the storage device.

(4) The system should provide for increasing the number of subsets as
more documents are added to the index term record. It should be
self-organizing in the sense that the computer program includes
criteria permitting automatic adjustment of the number of subsets
as documents are added to or deleted from an index term.

In addition, a fifth requirement exists if the storage device cannot handle
variable-length records; it is closely related to (3):
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(5) With variation in the number of entries, overflowing the capacity
of a subset is possible. The technique should permit determining
the subset size necessary to give statistical assurance that the
probability of overflow does not exceed some arbitrary low value.

These requirements indicate at once that some randomizing technique oil
a document number is a possible means of determininc its subset and, for all
documents in an index term record, giving a statistically-predictable distri-
bution of the number of entries in each subs t. A simnple randomizing scheme
is suggested. If do ulment accession numbers are assigned in ascending
numerical sequence--this is the most common method--then the well-known
method of "terminal digit" filing effectively provides the desired randomizing.
For practical purposes, each of the number 0-9 is the terminal digit of
exactly 10% of the documents in a library. There is no reason to assume that
the usage of an index term is in any way related to or dependent upon the
terminal digits; i.e., there is a probability p = 0.1 that any given document
using the term has an accession number terminating in 3, or any other decimal
digit. If the term is used in N documents, the average number in each of the

ten subsets 0-9 is, of course, pN and the standard deviation is o =pqN.

Terminal digit studies have been made of a number of index terms in the
DOG sample and several analyses conducted on two 10% subsamples consisting
of document numbers ending in "2" or "9." None of these give any statistical
reason to doubt the randomness of index terms and the terminal digits of
documents. Creating subsets based upon terminal digits, then, is a statis-
tica•!y valid approach which will distribute entries into them in approxi-
mately equal number and with a predictable standard deviation from the
average.

Terminal digit filing is not new in document retrieval. It has been
used for many years in manual systems, particularly those based upon the
well-known "Uniterm" concept. Here document number commonly are entered in
ten columns, based upon the terminal digit.

Use of decimal terminal digits to determine subsets has some oractical
disadvantages. If the number of documents posted to an index term increases
to the point where more subsets are desirable, then adding the next higher
terminal digit (the "tens" to the "units," for example) multiplies their
number by ten. Also, each new subset has only one-tenth as many entries,
on the average. Fewer subsets could be created by using ranges of numbers;
e.g., increasing 10 subsets to 20 is possihle by grouping on terminal digits
00-04, 05-09, etc. However, entry to the proper subFet i•, somewhat more
complicated.

A preferable approach is to convert the decimal document number to
binary. Each bit added as a termina! digit doubles the number of sets and
halves their average number of entries. Many, but not all, electronic
processors, have binary aiithmetic capabilities and, possible of even more
important-e, sector addresses of many mass storage devices ore in binary form.

Suppose an index term record contains 16 subsets, determined by and
sequenced in order on the four binar, ter.inal digits ( )00 through 1111.
The location of the entire recurd on the mass storage device is deterrnir.ed'



through the index term code. besired subsets are speeified by the terminal
bits of a document number and are in a known position relative to the first
subset 0000. Consequently any specified subset can be accessed readily,
LEovided the number of subsets "s known. This may range from 3 single sub-
set for infrequently used isidex terms up to several thousand for the highly
common ones.

The most efficient technique so far fourid interpiets thk' storage unit
;ddress or addresses for a record in the general form nAs, where

n i5 a 4.-bit prefix specifying the Pumber of subsets 2 i (i.e.,
1, 2, 4, ... ' 22,678);

A is the storage unit sector address ol the first subset or group
of subsets for an index term; and

s is in increment to A such that A+s either (1) is the storage
unii aldress for sunset s if there is one subset per sector,
or (2) specifies the sector and subset within sector if subsets
are grouped 2; per sector.

nAD is stored as tre entry table address for eac,: index term in the inverted
file. Preferably, it is part of the mechanized thesaurus, where it is
readily available at the tire the terms of the search request are validated.

Data transfer and comparison times are small when there are only a few
entries in the a-4erage subset. Minimizing these times conflicts with the
objective of utilizing a reasonable percentage cf potential mass storage
capacity. For example, if an index term record with N = 2n is vroken into
2n
2 subsets with an average of four entries each, then
4

1 2 nn-2 1
,2n-2 21 2 = F -_- -2.

If the subset size is fixed at 8 words, the storage utilization is only 50%
and there '.s a pv 0.025 that a subset will overflow; that is, on the
average about one out of 40 subsets can be expected to have more than 8
entries. Somewhat better storage utilization might be realized with variable-
length sectors, but the fixed hardware requirements still are a fairly large
percentage--possibly 30-40%--of -'otential capacity.

Larger sectu-s result in better storage utilization bNt also increase

data transfer and computing times. If N = 2 n and-t"•5 3ubsets are set up,

with an average of lb entries each, then

1 -i 2n 
n-4 I-

-4 n-4 n
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Here a fixed subset size of 24 words yields 67% storage utilization with the
same p = 0.025 overflow probability. If variable-length sectors are per-
nissible, utilization of 90% or more should be possibhe.

The conflicting objectives of small subset size and reasonably high
utilization of storage capacity are resolved on the basis of cnaracteristics
of the equipment to be ised and administrative determination of acceptable
utilization.

In the subdivided file, index terms are grouped by number of subsets
included and ordered in ascending sequence on this number. The first group
consists of terms aopearing in a single docaraert, a sector of n words con-
taining n terms. Inat: terms with 2, 3, 4, ... usages similarly are gro:,Ijed
and packed several per sector; the sequence of document numbers within each
term is on terminal bits. This grouping continues until the number of usages
is enough to warrant creation of two suDsets and splitting documents into two
groups based upon the terminal bit. With sectors of eight words, analysis
of tie DDC sample indicates that the split can begin with terms having 5 to
6 usages. The first groups of terms then have this format.

1 Usage: 8 index terms per sector

2 Usages: 4 index terms per sector

3 Usages: 2 index terms per sector

4 Usages: 2 index terms per sector

For these, the machine address carried in the entry table in the form aNs is
iiterpreted thus:

a: Number of usages of index ternm;

NN Mass storage unit address of sector containing the term,

s: Relative number of term record within sector.

The remainder of the index terms are established initially in the mini-
mum possible number of sectors. Thus, still using 8-word sectors, all terms
with 5-8 usages always can be stored in two sectors, based upon "0" or "I"
as terminal bits. Mlost terms with 9-12 usages also can be, as can some with
13-16, the probability of overflow increasing with the number of terms. If
overflow occurs, the number of sectors is doubled ana the assignment of
document numbers made on the basis of two terminal bits--O0, 01, 10 and 11.
Thus, althugh the 2o level is used to determine sector capacity a.nd the
probability of overflow, the latter is not allowed to occur.

Most terms with up to 22-24 usages can be contained in four sectors,
as can some with 25-32. Whenever an overflow occurs, the number of sections
again is doubled and another terminal bit added for sector identification.
This cycle is repeated until all index terms have been set up in the sub-
divided inverted file. Each term is placed in the minimum number of sectors
for which no overflow occurs.
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As Aew documents are added to the file, they are enterei' in the proper
sector for each index term. Whenevt'" t sector for a term 0.verflow, their
number is doubled a,,d the record is transferred into the next higher group
on the mass storage device. Simultaneously, the machine address in the
index term entry word is changed to the new location. Thus the updating
program continuously reorganizes the file as sector subdivision becomes
necessary, the m.ovement always being toward a larger number of sectors.

The basic procedure can be applied for any desired se.tor size and
percentage ctilization of the mass storage unit capacity. The syste.iatic
breakdown of document numbers permits searches to be localized within specific
sectors determined by the numbers of the documents which have met the criteria
up to the currenL stage of processing.

It may he noted also that this technique of terminal digit filing cui
reduce significantly the theoretical number of bits required to hold the
inverted file. When a sector contains only documents which have tne same
s terminal bits, then they become redundant and need not be retained in the
stored record. For frequently usbd index terms, where s > 7 or 8, these
potential savings exceed 30% of the number of bits in a document number and,
for very common terms, may approximate 75%. Thus either more documents can
be stored in a sector of given bit capacity or, alternatively, a constant
number of documents stored in fewer bits. With existing equipments and mass
storage units, this potential saving probably cannot be realized.

b. Order of the 5oeument-Sequenced File. if document-sequenced file
is used in conjunction with an inverted file, access time to document records
can be minimized if they are grouped on terminal digits. Suppose, for
example, that the tracks on a disc or drum are broken into 16 major sectors,
numbered (in binary) from 0000 to 1111. Each document record is stored in
the major sector determined by the four terminal bits in the document number.

Because documents in the inverted file are sequenced and processed in
this same order, any list of document records to be accessed also is in this
order. Therefore up to 16 separate records can be transferred to the proc-
essor memory during a single revolution of tho drum or disc storage unit.
A random search for the same documents would be at average rate of only two
per revolution. Ordering of the document records on terminal digits thus
eliminates a large percentage of this average access time.

It is concluded that 4dhe combination of an inverted and document-
sequenced file is a more efficient type of organization th&n toe ronventional
list-organized file. In addition, this dual file can be set up Lo reduce
both the procfssing time in handling a search request and the time required
to access complete document records. These advantages cannot be realized
with the list-organized file.
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Hf. INDEX TERM ASSOCIATIONS IN THE ODC SAMPLE

Creation of the data files to Limulate the operation of the Multi-List
System resulted in the formation of all pair associations among the 599
most common 00C descriptors. In addition, some other association statistics
have been developed during the statistical analysis of the characteristics
of this sample file. Some of the results are presented in this section.
The discussion is not a comprehensive study of pair associations and their
uses in a document retrieval application.

A. ASSOCIATIONS AMONG THE 599 MOST COMMON DESCRIPTORS

1. Occurrences of Pair Associations.

The 599 descriptors have 49,306 different pair combinations--27.6% of
the number possible--with 248,425 occurrences, an average of almost exactly
five each. 41% of the pairs occur only once aid almost 80% five times or
less. Only 2% of the pairs appear 33 times oe more, but they represent 25%
of total occurrences. Table A-2 (Appendix A) iummarizes the distribution of
pairs by number ,of occurrences. The cumulative peicentages of different
pairs and total occurrences also are shown graphically in Chart 5.

Thn entire 38,402-document sample has about 209,000 different pairs
with 530,800 total occurrences. The 10.7% of descriptors comprising the
599 most frequently used generate 24% of the different pairs and 47% of the
occurrences. The remaining 89.3% of descriptors in the sample create about
160,000 different pairs with 282,400 total occurrences, an averagc of only
1.77 occurrences per pair. Evidently, in the sample as a whole, multiple
occurrences of pairs are in the minority.

2. Different Pairs and Occurrences Among the 599 Dascriptors.

It has been noted that the number of different pairs decreases with
frequency of usage among the 599 most common DDC descriptors. This question
naturally arises: Is there any close correlation between the number of
different pairs created and the total occurrences of those pairs? Table A-3
(Appendix A) shows the di'stribution of the 599 descriptors against these two
factors as coordinates. Although it indicates a general correlation, the
distribution is marked by wide variations. In general, descriptors creating
relatively few different pairs have fewer average occurrences per pair than
those with many. H1owever, for any ene range of numbers of different pairs,
average occurrences for different descriptors usually vary by factors of
three or four to one.
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3. Association Factors for Pair Occurrences.

One measure of association is p(BIA), the prubabiiity of occurrence of
descriptor B in a document, given that it contains descriptor A. The two
permutations of a pair result in two such probabilities, which in general
are different: p(A;B) ;I p(BIA).
Let

f = Number of occurrences of the pair, descriptor A with descriptor B;

FA Frequency of usage of descriptor A alone;
F Frequency of usage of descriptor B alone.

Then

p(AIB) = f and p(BIA) = f
FB A

Table A-4 (Appendix A) summarizes the values of p for the 98,612 pair permu-
tations among the 599 most common descriptors, almost twj-thirds of them
have p < 0.015. Only 61 have p > 0.50. Of these, only t;vI, are permutations
of the same pair: "Peroxides" (A) and "Hydrogen Compounds" (B), for which
p(AjB) = 0.75 and p(BjA) " 0.64. (f = 56; FA = 87 and F B : 75.) It may be

noted that in a hierarchal descriptor relationship. "Peroxide" would be
expected to fall into the class of "Hydrogen Compounds"' and thus the proba-
bility of occurrence of the latter, given "Peroxide" as being present in a
document, should be greater than the converse relationship. Actually, the
reverse condition exists. No meaningful conclusion is apparent.

For 11 of the remaining 59 permutations with p_> 0.50, the converse
probability is between 0.20 and 0.50; the rest range downward to 18 for
which p • 0.02. Further, for 40 of these 59, the second descriptor--the one
whose probability of occurrence is given by p--is one of six very c,)mmon
ones. Design (Rank 1); Tests (2); Guided Missiles (5); Radar Equipment (17):
Polymers (36); and Projectiles (37). For most of these, the converse proba-
bility is quite low. This is to be expected; these common descriptors appear
in thousands of documents compared to a few hundreds at most for the other
member of the pair. For example, "Cargo Vehicles" (Rank 526) appears in 82
documents, 51 of which also contain "Tests." Thus, p(TestsICargo Vehicles)
= 0.62. "Tests," however, is used in 5,237 documents and therefore
p(Cargo Vehicles'Tests) = 0.01.

4. Associations of 50 Most Common Descriptors.

Table A-5 (Appendix A) details the number of pairs and total occurrences
for each of the 50 most common descriptors. Associations are broken down
into those with the 599 most common and with the remaining 4,941 descriptors.
This table again makes it apparent that several occurrences of a pair are the
exception, even when one member i; common. (The 50 most common descriptors
are used in 443 or more documents; the 4.941 less common have 71 or fewer
usages.)
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B. DESCRIPTOR ASSOCIATIONS AMONG DDC GROUPS AND FIELDS OF INTEREST

The smmmaries described here are based u'ion the 292 groups and 19 fields
of interest described in the ASTlA thesaurus, 1960 edition, applicable during
the time period covered by the sample. There now are 33 fields.

1. Most Common Descriptors Summarized by Field.

Table A-6 (Appendix A) summarizes the 599 most common descriptors into
ASTIA fields, together with the number of pair permutations having one or
both members in the field and their total occnrrences. Some fields and groups
are richly represented; 6thershave few descriptors among these 599. This
variation reflects the types of documents in the sample and, by extension,
the relative distribution of document acquisitions by fields of interest.
Although the thesaurus must provide for adequate indexing of documents in all
fields of interest, descriptor usage is a function of the types and numbers
of documents receivei. Descriptors in fields represented by many documents
not only have many chances to be used, but also many chances to create
different pairs and multiple occurrences of one pair.

2. Associations Classified by Group and Field of Interest.

It is desirable to test the hypothesis that the DOC thesaurus has a
hierarchal structure which is reflected in dfscriptor associations and which
can be used as a too] in formulating search requests.

For this purpose, the pair associations formed by the descriptors iW
each of the 155 groups have been summarized and classified by all of the
other groups to which tl'e second descriptor of each pair has been assigned.
Each group, A, is represented by a single summary page which lists every
other group Bi, having descriptors associated with those in A. Three quanti-

ties are accumulated for each of B. entries: (1) Number of different de-
scriptors in group A entering intolassociations with those in group Bi;

(2) number of different pairs formed; and (3) total occurrences of these
pairs. In addition, the last two quantities are totalled for each of the
19 major fields of interest into which the 292 groups are combined. Table
A-7 (Appendix A) shows a typical page of thi3 summary; it is for group 145
(Materials) in field 10 (Materials and Metals).

55 of the groups, or 35%, have only one descriptor each and another 30
have two. 13, or about 8%, include ten or more descriptors. The number of
other groups with which associations occur averages 93.5, about 60% of the
number possible. The range is from 36 (Drugs and Biolcgicals, group 072,
with one descriptor) to the maximum of 154 for General Concepts, group 292,
with 15 descriptors. There is a definite correlation between the number of
descriptors in a group and the number of other groups isvolved in associations.
The 55 groups with only one descriptor each form associations with an average
of 66 other groups; the 13 with ten or more descriptors tverage 141.5 each.

Table A-8 (Appendix A) summarizes, by fields, the frequencies of pair
associations, together with the number of occurrences for which both de-

f scriptors are in the same group or the same field-of-interest. Co-usage of
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twu descriptors in onet group represents only 1,786, or 1.0ý, of the number
of different pairs and 4.5% of total occ.rrences. Although seemingly low,
this is over 75% of the possible number of intragroup pairs. For most groups
with 2-4 descript(rs, ali possible pairs actually exist, the percentage
occurring decveasing slowly (and not uniformly) as the number of descriptors
in the group increases. Only four of the 100 groups with two or more de-
scriptors have no intragroup pairs, all four have either two or three de-
scriptors. Thus if two of these 59,9 most common descriptors are in the same
group, there is a high probability that they will be associated in use.
Furthermore, they are likely to occur 2e times as often as other pair..
However, irtragroup associations are only a relatively insignificant part of
all of them.

Although they account for only 11% of the number of different pairs,
51% of the intrafield associations which can exist do occur in the sample--
9,582 of a possible 18,558. Actually, i7 of the ;9 fields exceed this per-
centage and 9 have more than 70% of the possible pairs. The over-all average
is heavily weighted by the 133 descriptors in Physics and Mathematics; only
3,673 (42T) of the 8,778 possible do exist and 47% of the potential number
is concentrated in this one field,

Interfield associations predominate among these 599 descriptors. Table
A-9A (Appendix A) summarizes these interiicld usages by numbers of different
pairs and Table A-9B by numbers of occurrences. (Entries in the body of
these tables are symmetrical about the underlined diagonal.) All possible
combinations exist except for Bio-Sciences with Civil Engineering or Propul-
sion Systems. As might be expected, all fields form many associations with
descriptors in Applied Research, Miscellaneous Arts & Sciences and Physics
c Mathematics. Table A-9C shows the number of associations actually existing
as a percentage of the number possible.

The foregoing comments can be summarized briefly. Among these common
descriptors, there is a 0.25 probability that any two taken at random will
be associated in use. If the two are in the same DPC field, the probability
of co-occurrence is doubled; if in the same group, tripled. On the average,
almost 90% of the different pairs and 85% of total occu-rences involve de-
scriptors in two fields, Pairs within the same group have a markedly higher
average number of occurrences than other pairs; those within one field have
a somewhat higher average. All of these data have been based upon an analy-
sis of the 59c most common descriptors in a file of 38,402 documents, each
descriptor occurring in 72 or more of them.

Whether or not these results indicate any tendency toward a "hierarchal
structure" in descriptor associations is somewhat uncertain. Although intra-
group and intfafield associations of descriptors are much more probable than
the others, and occur more often, it seems questionable to base a hierarchy
on 10% or less of different pairs and i5%, at most, of occurrences, inter-
field associations of descriptors are predominant. Furthermore, frequenclv
occur:ing pairs are the exception. -11% occur only once, 79% five times or
less, and half of all occurrences are accounted for by pairs appearing 12
times or less.
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3. Pair Associations Among All Descriptors.

Talbe A-1O (Appendix A) summarizes pair occurrences among all descriptors
in the sample, classified by the number of usages of descriptors. The 5,540

I descriptors in the 38,402 documents form 418,400 pair permutat"-ns with
1,061,600 occurrences, an average of only 2.5 each. It is estimnated that
over 80% of the pairs in the sample occur only once or twice each.

;. COMMENTS ON STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION MEASURES

Many of the association measures which have been proposed are based
upon the conventional 2-way contingency table, or can be expressed in terms

F of its cell entries:

S I II Total

S 1B - f B

2 A-f N-A-B f N -B

Total A N-A

where

A: Number of documents described by an index term DA.

B: Number of documents described by an index term D

f: Number of documents described by both index terms 1) and DB.

N: Number ol documents in the library.

Occasionally. it is desirable to consider the total occurrences of all index
Sterms, both singly and in pairs. This nojation is used:

A.: Number of documents described by D.
11

f. .: Number of documents described by both D. and D..
1,J 1 j

c: Number of different index terms, Di, used in a document.
C

A. A B.] Total number of occurrences of all index terms.
1 L"

C c

f ij- f.i : Total number of occurrences of all pairs formed by
all index terms D.D..

-4 i=l j=1 1J

"IM
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In the DDC sample, the number of occurrences Ai of any random index term
D, usually is very small compared with N (= 36,402). Of the 3540 different

descriptors represented. only .58 occur over 400 times; i.e., for 99% of the
descriptors, Ai < O.OIN. For 80% of them, A. < O.OON. Because f. . cannot

exceed the lesser of A. and B., it follows that, in most cases, the magnitudes
A J

of f, A -f and B -f in the contingency table are small compared with the fourth
entry, N-A-B+f. Although comparable data for other applications have not
been seen, it appears probable that most of them will be somewhat similar in
nature to that of DOC, possibly with smaller percentages of index terms at
the O.MIN and O.O01N levels--95-98% with A. M I.O1N and 40-'5% with
A. < O.O01N. 1

I

1. Associationi Measures.

Among the first measures of association proposed were three by Maron
and Kuhns [10], who developed them as part of a more general statistical
approach to the problem of document retrieval. The first is the conditional
probability that, if the term LB is assigned to a document, then DA also is:

SfP(O iDB f (I)

The second is the inverse conditional probability of (1); i.e., if DA
is known to be assigned to a document, then D0 also is:

BA (2)

This actually is not a second relationship, but the first with DA and DB

interchanged in meaning. However, its differentiation is desirable, because
in general PNO0D) , PNO) 1) ) and, in fact, is equal only if A = B, which

A! B BIA
is not often the case.

N D ) ranges in value from zero (f = 0) to I (f = B) and is easy to

calculate. As a useful measure of association, it has been considered
deficient by several investigators because it. does not take into account the
number of co-occurrences of DA and D, which are to be expected on the basis

of chance. This evidently is a function of the magnitudes not only of A and
B, but also of N, which does not appear in (1) and (2). To overcome this
objection. Maron and Kuhns introduce a third measure, a contIngency estimate,
which removes from f the magnitude to be expected, an the basis of chance,
aiven the actual values of A, B, and N:

S( UA ) = f A
N "



They then introduce an arbitrary coefficient of association, based upon S.
ranging in value fron: -I to +1 and equal to zero when S = 0. This coefficient
is of the form

Q(1 )S (3)
AO B xy + wo

Stiles [II1 also starts with the contingency table given above, and, using
the Yates correction for a 2x2 table with one degree of freedom, adopts 3s
an "association factor" (A.F.) the base 10 logarithm of the expression for
2

2(fI - A -_,)2 1j)2N
A.F. logo log 0  AB(NxA)(-B) ()

In use, all co-occurrences having A.F. > I are retained as having potential
usefulness, others being discarded. At th1is point, there is a probability
on the order of 0.001 that an observed frequency of co-occurrence, f, iE
due to chance factors for the given values of A. 8, and N. Association f3c-
tors of 5 or more (y2 > 100,000) are not unusual in libraries of inore than
100,000 documents.

Doyle [12] introduces another measure to indicate strength of associa-
tion:

S.A. AB(5)

Tihis has a wide range of values and, because frequently N >> AB, way be
quite large for small f, It is, of course, zero when t = 0, i.e., when the
pair D AB does not exist in any document.

The expressions (1) to (5) all are based upon the total population of
indexed documents. N, wnich ýs divided into four subhsets:

(1) Those containing the term DA0

(2) Those containing -''B'

(3) Those containing both 0A and OB,

(4) Those containing neither term.

They incluie normalizing proceduros to adjust the slze• of the group f to
remove the effect that may result froi the tendency of 0- and 0 , considered

A B
separately, to occur freqwentiy as index terms. Such normalizationi is re-
quired because, the more frequently an index term., occurs, the more frequently
it is apt to be used with some other term simply on a chance basis.
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2.Usefhuine~s of Associatioins Which Occur Cnly a F~ev. Times.

In most. Cases, it is ex'reriely dubioiis it any particular signifirc3nc,,
(-an be aitatehed to c ur;yque index ternr tascii.~ This is 3elf-evident
if one of terms, A, appears in only one document. Ilf it. contaiins c term~s,
A must forn :.- - I single-occurrence pairs, r'egardless of the "statistical
odds" agaitist any partivular pair AB. Similarly, terms used in only a few
docaments tend to forma mostly unique pairs--over ',5% in the DOC sample for
A2 toa 5. Ait~hough the pereun~age of multiple occurrences increases with

A and B, even the 599 most common have 40% ol their difterent pairs unique.
Theo retically, P_ frequency distribution of expected pair occurences, based
(nrj Ciance, could lie calculiated for each of them. However, even if the
number .3f unique pairs. for a given A dliffers significantly from. the chance
expectatioo, in many cases there iJs no way of determining whether or nota
specific pair AB represen.ts a signrificant associaticu;,

The cases where f is small--say 2 to 5--may requ~ire m-ire detailed
analysics than they have so far received. If A also is smaii, thenN90

may be meaningful. For example, 2 and A =3 give some reaSo.a to believe
that A. which co-occurs with B in two of its three uses. m~ay have a signif-i-
cant association with B. The degree of copnfidlence is str,-nyqthened if the
indexing of additional documents creates such iatios as 4/16 or 5/7 and de-
creased if they become, say, 2/15 o r 3/8. It is possible, bat considered
unlikeiv. thit. the limite6 amount of information in a singie occurrence in-
creases sharply, simply by adding another occurrence. In any event, it
appears as if some atteutiton should be paid to these occurrences, with ý_he
speciffic Pbjective of ascertain~ing parametric criteria for distinguishing
the "meaninqful" from "nonrneaningful."

However. if A and B are reýlatively large, then. smnall values of f may
indicate a significant "negative association" between them. The theoret~ical
frequency of co-occurrence, assuming independence, is

AIB
ft-N

and, if this value > 5, the difference between observed and theoretical
frequencies can be tested bv. standard statistical methods for significance.
In the DOC sample, for example, the two high-usage term-, "Temperature" (6th
ranked with 1,489 occurrences) and "Countermearturf~s" (20th, with 846) occur
together in only one docu.-ent. The differen~ce betweett th2 theoretical fre-
quency of 33 co-occtirrences ar'd the one actually oL~erved has a very small
probability of being explainable by chanoe and it is concluded that the two
terms have a significant negative associatiov. [In equ9tion (4) of Section
1, this occurs whent fT - AB is negative.] in gencralk, a significant negztive
association can be festablished statistically o~ily when AB > 3N, or a little
less it the case f =C (no co-occurr.anees) is considered. Because at, least
one of the t-ms cui's, he. used in 5Nor more documients, *ýnly a smiall per-
centage of possitile or actual pairs ;ire susceptihie to this determination.
In the DOG sample, only 50 terms occur more t11han -. _5N 433 times; only
17,1900 pairs have AB 5 N.
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3. Th-o~iira -oajiyP D fB

This is easy to calcula~e arid interpret: Is' a given docaniert, contains
Uhe term 0,it is the probability that it als,, contains D owever, its

siqnificance is difficult to measuire. f,/E is hidependen' of' the actual
otag~itudes of f and B;, it. do~s not invalve A at all, except that by defini-
tion A > f; hpr'd withoiit intrsducing N, it cannot he determined whether or
not f represeats a significant as.zs)ciation.

Despite these def-Icienicies, the conditional probability has one feature
.considered definitely desirable: It is a measure of fthe association in the
direction required hy the search request. For most pairs, NOL)A DB ) and

POP D A not only differ. hut differ markedly. Whether or not a term should
be added to the searCh request can well depend upon which one already is in
it. If, for exampie P(D A'DfR 5/6 anti P( ai DA 5/200. it is not at all

obvious that identical actions 5hould be taken regardless of which of the
two terms is in the original request. Additioi'aly, statistical. tests for
the signiificance of f do not depend upon the -individual vailues of A and B,
but only upon their product.. The conditional probabilities definitely in-.
crease our knowledge of the naturTe of the assocdiaticn.

The frequency distribution of Table A-4 (Appendix A) gives PO0A 0BD

rounded to two decimal p;lates, for all pairs am~ong the 599 most frequently
usedj OXC index terms. Note Ithat entries for f/B =.01 include the 40,436
pairs (D.D. .~ occurring only once, (The maximum vali"e of i/B is 1/72,j j
which rounds to .01.) This distzibmtian pr;)hably is roughly typical wheni

bt )A ad0Bhave fairly high ustige. it would be quite different if all

index terms were included. F'or ecampie, index terris useld in froin 1-10
documients form a quite 'large number of differept pairs for which f =1 or 2,
resulting in pronounced peaks at the values 1/B, B -1 to 10.

4.As:,ociation Factor5 sndd Cocffi cients.

Equationis ()arnd ý4 Jf Secti-m i are !)pi)caI of association coeffi-
CiEnits designed to indicate the probability that an obberv#d frequency of
co-occurrence wi~ll differ from 1-he !heoreciec!l frequency by purely cItance
faetor:,. The bhasic appr~azh. uses the 2_x2 cojnt~irtgency table, whosc. cell
ertrles c-P he determined reiid.*ly fr',sn iý-e known valtle-s of f, A, B. and N.

Thse hypiathesis lat. A aiid P~ are indepandent. is .ested by ttne X statistic.
Becaus Si As~ -oca~ion i'actor is the logarithmn of a comprutational

22

A.F. iotl( X I C= lwi -i~ 0.5N) N )
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p r ne-~ pn dn ei~m'n t tipzf'ri in - h

observed freuuency ib greater than the th~eoretical frequency. If f and N
are fixed, an'd A andi B are relative') spiall compared with N, then y2 (or A.F.)
varies inverseiy as the magn~itude of tne product AB. As AB decreases to its

4~2 5
'ninimum Possible value f'(A--B= 0, v( increases to it's maximum value. An
idea of the range of values of A and B for which X2 will exceed any desired
value thtis can bp obtained once the product AB is known. The tables on the

next page give these values for X2 > 10,100 and 1,000--corresponding to
A.F. > 1, 2, and 3---and for several values of f and Ný TDe three tables at
the left give the maximum value of B, whi-ch occurs when A = f. F'or example,
if N = 50,000 and A =' f . then X2> 10 for all B < 13,563; 4>100 for

B 1,9129; and Y 2 > 1,000 for 6 201. The right-hand three tables give the

maximum value of the proý.uctl AB; in the example, above, Y" > 10 for all
AB <* 6"(,815,

If AB is considerably less titan N--say 0.1N or iess--x is given
approximately by

9

AB

It is evident at 3nce that the value of X is extremely sensitive to and
increases rapifly with f, particularly wh.en f is -.mall.

The A.F. pro-posed ty Stiles compresses these wide variations by using

thie logarithm of X2 itself. AF = 1.00 wh.en xC 10, for example, and

A.F. -3 for x - 1000.

The appropriateness of as'-no contingency tables, and specifically the

2x2. and the X2 statistic, is question~able. .17quation (6) approximates the X2

distribution orly when the vOeoretical. frequencies in eech cell are reasonable
in nwagnitude and in practice should not. be used Urles-s each such cell entry
is at least 5. in the e-ase of index term as:zociatiorns, the theoretical
frequencies A, Is, and N are taken to be the same as those observed, N always
being quitto large. Many of the A and B are less than 5, the exact percentage
vaiying 'wi4th library Size, number of different indexing termrs, depth of
indexing, etc. H-owev'er. the theoretlc3l fre'quency of cf,-oý,currences,

t N

practically never is as great as 5. It will ;!at be unless AB > 5N and

typl~cally is intich less than 1.0. Thei -"
2 9, calculated. in t~hese cases is

-Jifficult to interpret and its meaning beOcomes progressively more nebulous
a% its magnitude increases. In particti~ar, there is no good reason to con-

e;lude that large differences in the ma'jnitude 3f two X 2 s actually represent
nny real difference in the "degree of association" of two pairs of index

19
terms, or that the two X- values can be used as measures of the degrees of
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association. Conseotentlv. the orderinq into sequence of all terrw, associated
9

in uso with a given 0A, based upon the valuc of (-, does not give any assuranne

that the resultant ord-er of the 0 is even approximately correct. The un-
2

crrtainty probably is greatest for the larger valacs of x . Because these
val;,es, averaged and/or normalized, ultimately beccme document "relevance
numbers," a similar uncertainty exists in them.

It must be observed that the use ,• association measures based upon the
2x2 contingency table has produced aoparently useful results, even though the
approach itself is open to theoretical ques;tion. Usefulness of resuts, of
course, is the ultimate test of any measure of association and the (.2

statistic may well be useful. Certainly oue objective of a retrieval system
car be to order documents according to their probable relev'ance to the
request and this ordering possibly need be only approximately correct. As
a matter of note, so long as the determination of "degree of relevancy" is
subjective and not assigned an empiric value, the evalue.ion of the "relevance
numbers" by which documents are ordered is itself subje,:7ive. The important
factor may not be the relevance number itsell', but the 1'ac! that the documents
most likely to be pertinent are grouped roughly at the tip '< .he list.

D. THESAURUS STRUCTUREJIND.EXING STANDAROS AND ASSOCIATION FACTORS

The study of association factors and their possible uses involves con-
sideration of many factors; of greatL importance--and too often neglected in
analyses--is the data base of dacument de -riptions from which the association
factors are calculatad; they car be no better than the index terms assigned
to documents. This section discusses the large class of associations implicit
in the organization and struct're of the thesaurus and suggests a general
method in which they can be handled efficiently.

1. Hierarchal Nature of a Thesaurus.

The index terms in the thesaurus form a hierarchy, or tree-like struc-
ture, branching out from a reictively few major div'isions at the top through
a varying -,umber of branch points or nodes down to bhe most deiailed terms
at the bottom of the inverted tree. The number of levels or bLinches varies
in different parts of the tree, as does the number of terms at any one level.

Once the tree structure has been established and the relationships of
index terms defined by "links" from one node to that above or th(se below,
it is possible to enter the tree at any index term and traverse it in either
direction using only the link data. This can be done by a computer. provided
the iinkýxje data are included in the thesaurus made available to it. This
possibility has severai important implications on the overall design and
operation of the retrieval system, in addition to its effects or index term
associations.

a. Implicit Index Term Associations. The thesaurus tree immediately
specifies the members of a set of significant index term associations. A
term D at level n always is a subset of the next hiaher term U at level m.n " m
Furthermore, PtD m,) = 1. Cornversely. U always includes as subsets all the

m6 n - a
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I n inuid didrPtI- tn it hut usua1iV D(D ID ) < 1. In a similar manner,
- i .. . I ni' m

the term I bidirectionally linked through Dn with index terms at still

higher levels. All of these index term associations derived from tile the-
saurus tree are significant, whether or not any particular pair meets tests
for statistical significance.

b. Lowest Level Indexing. Only the lowest level or most detailed term
applicable in any one branch need be assigned to a document. All higher
level terms of more general meaning can be assigned automatically. With
manual indexing, this not only saves some indexing effort and inpu~t data
preparation, but also--and more important--assures that these higher-level
terms are assigned.

c. Current Indexing Practices and Factor Association Studies. Automatic
assgnment of tree-related terms assures a degree of uniformity and complete-
ness missing in every operitive document retrieval system which has been
examined. For a number of perfectly normal reasons, the assignment of tree-
related terms to documents is quite variable. Sometimes several levels of
terms in' one branch are assigned; at others, only the (presumably) lowest
level term applicable. Spot-checks of document descriptions in several appli-
cations against the thesaurus indicate that this variability is commonplace.

Although these spot-checks are fairly few in number, they all tend to
indicate ti.at existing files of document descriptions are stissing an unknown,
but possibly quite iarge, number of implicit term associations. Consequently,
association factor studies based upon an existing file have utilized a data
base knosn to be (or almost certainly) incomplete in a critical area of
interert--the associations of index terms in a given small subset of the
thesaurus. This known lack of coverage casts doubt upon the validity of all
association measures calculated from the term pairs actually present.

2. Synonymous Index Terms.

It wold appear that the principal cause of synonymous indexing terms
is failure to recognize that a new term already is included ;n the d-finition
of another. This in turn may be more common when the thesaurus does not
define the precise meaning or scope of each term, but leaves the definition
to variable human interpretation. Although it is possible that two synony--
mous terms can be matched because of significant associations with a common
tiird term or set of terms, it is believed that the feasibility of the
method has not been established. The 1)DC swrple contains several hundred
thousand matchings of two terms with a third, few of which are synonyms, and
there is no obvious method by which they can be segregated. It is considered
that the potential use of association measures as a means of identifying
synonyms requires more justification than it has had so far.

3. "General" Indexing Terms.

Every thesaurus contains a number of indexing terms comparable to those
in DDC Group 292, "General Concepts"--Analysis, Desion, Errors, MeasuremenL,
Reliability, Standards, Tests, Theory, etc. In additinn, thert exist a
number of other terms of very general meaning and wide applicability, oi

L which examples are Mechanical Properties, Physical Properties, Production,
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Bibliography, and many ind-xina entries in the field of mathematics.
Finally, terms in the first two or three levels at the "top of the tree" in
a major division or field of interest usually are fairly broad in meaning.

Al' of these are widely used in indexing documents. In the DDC sample,

9Q1 of the documents include at least one terrm used 40 times or more and over

half include terms with total usages of over 1,000. (There are only 15 of
the latter.) These pe-centages would be evcn greater if the indexing uni-
formly included higher-level terms in the thesaurus tree. Their very popu-
larity of usage generates a large number of pair associations of which they
are one member and a high percentage of the pairs occur often enough--which
may be three times or less---to have "statistical sionificance." It seems
doubtful that many oI the-:m hate any practical utility in a document retrieval
svstem.

The "profile" of almost every index term used more than 3-4 times con-
tains several of these general terms. The chances then are quite good that
most or all of the terms in a search request have a significant association
factor with some cf them, which may be used to expand the list of terms upon
which the search is made. The final list of document numbers may include
many which are completely extraneous. It is not immediately apparent that
an article on "Penicillin" is germane to a request on "Copper Pipe" merely
because both have a high degree of association to each of the terms "Test
Equipment," "Quality Control," "Standards" and "Production." Conversely,
an article on "Lead Pipe" or "Steel Pipe" well could be relevant.

It appears, then, that these common terms either should be eliminated
as generators of additional terms or their use should be carefully circum-
scribed. As an example, the terms added could be limited to those contained
in the same divisional thesaurus tree, or a part of it, that has one of the
narrower-meaning terms of the request. This procedure requires identifying
and earmarking all the common terms to be restricted in usage, as weli as
indicating for all other terms the thesaurus tree or subtree to which they
belong. The precise method of making these identifications needs to be es--
tablished.

E. TIME-INTERVAL SUBDIVISION OF ASSOCIATION FACTORS

The principal operative use of measure of association is to expand an
original search request by adding to it other terms which have a significant
number of co-occurrences with terms in the request or its first-order expan-
sion. The presumption is that these terms will isolate otherwise unobtain-
able documents which may be relevant to the request. Insofar as retrieval
is concerned, this is considered to be the most important potential use of
association factors.

A document file is a dynamic organism and, by direct extension, so is
t:ie set of indexing terms and their associations. New terms are added to the
thesaurus as new meanings or definitions are introduced into the fields of
ii~erest covered; existing terms may be combined or subdivided into several
.er: ones to reflect the changing nature of documents. New associaLions of
terms are generated as previously separated areas of endeavor become wedded.
These changes are inher-ent in the basic data upon which the retrieval system
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operates. In addition to these, procedure-dependent changes in these param-
eters are introduced by the normal effort to improve the system's effective-
ness and responsiveness. These effects probably are most significant during
the early years of operation, when revisions and modifications to the thesau-
rus, depth and type of irdexing, and similar factors may be quite extensive.

This question arises naturally: Should the time parameter be irtroduced
as a variable in analyses having to do with index term usage? There is
considerable indirect evidence that this is highly desirable if not necessary.
Although it is generally considered that reports arid journal articles lose
a good deal of their value after five years, it appears that most information
centers will retain them. in an active status for a longer period of time,
possibly ten years. If the time parameter is not introduced, the values A,
B, N, and f then simply are totals for some fairly long period and often will
not reflect short-term changes. There may be nothing particularly sig'nificant
for f = 10 if A = 200 and B = 300. The relationship could be quite signifi-
cant if the co-occurrences took place within a 10% time range of DA and DB'

It is precisely this sort of relationship that would be isolated by the time
parameter.

Subdividing the file of index term usage into time intervals reduces the
values A, B, and N, and the theoretical frequency f. Because the latter
already is very small for most pairs of index terms, its further dIminution
places additional pressure on developing meaningful measures of association.
File storage also increases, because now it is necessary to accumulate A, B,
and f within each time interval. It is concltded that a complete evaluation
of the use of index term associations requires analysis of the effects of the
time parameter. So far as known, this has not yet beea considered.

F. SIZE OF DOCUMENT SAMPLES FOR ASSOCIATION FACTOR STUDIES

Several of the published results on investigations into the derivation
and use of association fact•.s have been based upon fairly small sa.noles of
documents, usually less than about 500 and limited to one major subject
classification of the library used. There is a good deal of doubt as to the
general validit) of these small-sample studies, particularly when results
are to be extrapolated to an entire library. At least three different factors
contribute to this uncertainty.

The first is that the complete file of document descriptions generates
a multitude ofsmall-magnitude statistics. Estimates, based upor sample
data. cf anything more than general characteristics are subject to quite
large standard errors. Experience with two different random 10% samples
(each of about 3,900 descriptions) from the 38,402-document DDC file probably
are representative of these uncertainties. Estimating the number of differcnt
index terms in the full file from a sample is subject to an error of about
2O%. Attempts to estimate the frequency distribution of their total usage,
based upon ýhe usages of terms included in the sample, have been largely
unsuccessful, except for the 15% most conmonly used. Because most term
associations in the full file occur fewer than ten times, the samplec have
been of little value in studying them. Statistics based upon only a few
hundred documents seldom will be representative of the full file.
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Second, most small samples have been comprised of documents indexed
nver n chnrt time interval und avre nnt randnm Att bes th, run ronrocant

only the documents described during the period the indexing standards of the
sampl,! were followed. They almost certainly are not typical of earlier
doedments,

Finallv--.nd most important--samples limited to documents in one sub-
ject classification do not reflect the interactions of term associations
introduced by documents in other classifications. Again referring to the
DDC data, 90% of the different pairs and 85% of their occurrences involve
terms in two different fields of interest. The typical document uses terms
from several groups and fields and the existence of a given interfield pair
usually gives no useful clue as to the subject classification of the docu-
ment. It is considered virtually certain that association factor studies
based upon single-subject document data have a definite bias in favor of
the usefulness of the results. By the nature of the sample, all terms added
in the first and second-order cycles must lead to documents pertaining to
the one subject area. One would expect these to have a much higher average
chance of being relevant to a request than documents classified under other
subjects. Actual operating conditions are quite different. Here the values
of factors used in the term association formula employed are determined by
total library usage, as is the calculated measure of association, and the
list of retripved documents, with or without relevance numbers, is not con-
finerý to those pertaining to a single subject. Any proposed use cf associa-
tion factors must be adaptable to the entire library. The evaluation of
their usefulness in retrieving documents likewise must be based upon the
total operating enviornment, and not upon a nonrepresentative subset of it.

It is considered that representative studies into index term assozia-
tions and their use must be based upon fairly large samples selected as a
roughly random cross-section of a complete document library. The actual
minimum number of documents required is rather difficult to stipulate and
may vary somewhat depending upon the number of different index terms end
average number of different index terms which have b.en assigned per docu-
ment. A suggested minimum is in the 5-10,000 document range, with the entire
file Lsed if it is less than about 20,000. For larger files, the sample may
ranqe from around 50%. of the documents down to possibly 20% for files of
over i00,000. Admittedly, samples of this size involve quite large volumes
of data which are rather expensive to process and this cost may create a
severe strain on limited-budget research studies. On the other hand, unless
the sample is large enough to generate a fairly good array of term associa-
tions, test results may have limited applicability, and perhaps none, to an
operative system.

G. CONCLUS1aNS

APthough it is considered that index term associations may improve the
operation of a document retrieval system, it is conc!1,;a'z that further
research is necessary to establish the degree of improvement which may be
expected. In addition, such studie. should take into account the file
storage and data processing aspects of their use.
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It is considered desirable to distinguish between associations implicit
in the thesaurus structure and term definitions or the one hand and those
based simpl upon co-occurrence in usage on the other. Experimental studies
must be based upon large samples representing a fall cross-section of a
library's coverage and the document descriptions mnust form a complete data
base within the structure of the thesaurus, correcting the deficiencies
which have existed in an unknown degree in almost all studies so far con-
ducted. Investigation into meaningful measures of statistical significance
of associations should be pursued and the usefulness of co-occurrences

A present only a few times established.
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APPeNDIX A

Table A-lA

599 Most Common DDC Descriptora With Field and Group Classifications
(in Sequence tr Frequency of Usage)

:;rP .D ld Jr Zci2r'.R.Dtf'f. Fld/lrp Descripto. '•'• riry' _______",- ___

1 571 13 292 Design '76 41t5 15 1I7, 5Jpctrog-apnlC Analyals
2 579 13 292 7ests 77 1;1 12 201 Pathology
3 509 15 147 MhthfatlcaŽ Analysas 78 283 15 117 Gases

4 542 13 292 Meeaureaent 79 305 15 1f1 Thermodynamics
5 444 01 ,4 Guided 4izniles 80 310 07 10 Canada
6 491 15 1 V7 Tesperature 81 192 02 227 Search Radar
6? 345 1O OlV ATrborne 82 222 05 061O intenance

6 418 09 217 Production 83 234 15 187 Electromagnetic Waves
9 492 13 292 Theory 84 213 10 016 Steel

10 443 10 145 Mbterials 85 256 01 006 Shock Waves

11 505 "3 2-92 Analysis 86 2.38 06 025 Antennas
12 362 06 027 Surface-to-Surface 37 302 04 053 Reduction
13 464 07 108 Great Britain 88 161 14 048 Cbnical Varf-re Agents
14 437 01 006 Stability 89 194 06 027 X Band
15 450 13 292 Effectiveness 90 190 11 256 Sheets

16 313 02 183 Flight Testing 91 241 07 054 At•ssphere
17 279 02 227 hadar Fquipment 92 260 10 212 Plastics
18 "45 17 208 :nstr.'aentation 93 291 15 187 Abscrpticn
19 464 13 292 Test Methods 94 242 15 187 Refloction
20 398 02 079 Countermeosures 95 194 02 227 Radar Tracking

21 383 11 216 Pressure 96 137 01 005 .1in5 Tumujl Models
22 368 02 102 Detection 97 241 10 056 Coatings
23 271 15 146 Mechanical Prooerties 98 135 07 054 Meteoroogical Data
-4 436 13 292 Test Equipment 99 168 Ol 006 Drag
25 338 01 010 Control Systems 100 150 04 049 Silicon

26 326 09 217 P.rocesslng 101 218 13 060 Data Processing Syrtems
27 274 04 053 Syntnes1s 102 19: 10 099 Liquid Rocket Propellants
28 362 15 105 1-hysical Prorerties 103 201 06 027 Air-to-Air
29 196 12 209 Physlology 104 133 08 223 Acceptability
30 320 15 117 Heat Transfer 105 246 11 275 Handling

31 275 1' 0"76 Circuits 106 176 13 060 Coding
32 410 13 292 Determination 107 171 01 094 Fighter:
33 251 04 053 Chemical Reactions 108 241 13 292 Configuration
34 232 06 027 Surface-to-Air 109 194 Cl 114 Guided Missile Trajectnries
35 282 15 247 3trerse: 110 185 14 100 Guided Missile Fusea

36 28ý3 04 106 Polymers 111 1?8 15 X66 Crystal Structure
37 245 14 020 Prv)lectiles 112 151 09 217 Manufacturing Methods
38 285 01 006 Aerodynamics 113 270 17 136 Test Facilities
39 250 16 (57 Coubgstion 114 174 06 229 Radio Equipmont
40 238 01 009 Jet Planes 115 23-. 06 081 Mieroraves

41 318 15 116 RadiatIon Effe-ts 116 271 13 292 Control
42 298 16 085 Rocket Motors 117 194 it 219 Rncket Propulsion
43 26?S 02 170 Guidunce 118 174 15 02- Molecular Structure
44 307 13 292 Reliability 119 176 12 209 Growth
45 227, 10 099 Slid Rocket Propellants 120 174 06 059 Radio ComonAcatifon Sy tets

46 302 15 187 Propagation 121 173 02 0N7 Anti-Azrcreft Defense -',rat*=
47 293 15 178 ScPttering 122 228 15 247 Structures

48 237 01 005 Model Tests 123 248 14 020 Liplosives49 24 lOS (.3 036 B'nochemistry
49 309 15 147 Statistical Analysis 125 201 13 060 ?rogrszting
50 331 Ol00b Vibration

51 252 15 066 Crystals 126 203 07 054 Climatic FActors

52 214 06 273 Traensistors 127 262 04 049 Oxygen
53 )61 13 071 Biblography 128 209 07 054 Metetorology

54 255 02 062 storage 129 152 04 13! tydridas
55 16c, 0.1 00*6 Spersnic: 130 218 15 105 -Blwrg

56 321 06 079 Electronic Euip t 131 196 06 059 C.oauotcation Systems
57 !93 06 082 Cactror 132 209 01 006 G*: Plow58 356 06 009 ircraft 133 180 15 147 Probability

59 239 15 2U7 Semiconductors 135 26? 1o 217 Tozpartticn
60 175 14 100 Fuses

61 284 0. 196 Military Requiramn'.a 126 215 15 230 Partt,:es
62 323 15 148 Velocity 137 243 08 001 Haztrds
63 283 13 060 Dlig9tal Computers 136 177 36 027 Shi;tborc
64 247 04 131 Oxides 139 176 01 006 ioundary le-t
65 297 19 253 Sateli!te Veh.clas 140 177 7 10o A-tIc Rtglons

66 215 01 094 Jet Fighters 141 238 15 145 Aotio"i
67 271 15 07b ElectrIcal Propert!es 14/2 2 1 0;.9 Nlfs•uiar.
68 275 13 292 Sensitivity 14 400 01 000 4k5•1.ca" Wd•ies
69 224 01 006 Lauacs.ng l.; 224 01 0 AON.-.;r 5.AI4
70 270 13 292 Errors 11.5 21.3 14 2391 :',loat

71 251 14 090 Vulnerability 1. 19" 16 I .k "n'6 n
72 280 I1 O6O Comnutars 147 22:4 0104 X ." .!
73 301 13 104 Oipration 1r 2.3 1.Y O- Ro.:.,,-,
74 279 10 160 Metalt 149 ;:t 15 076 N.Art~c Piols
75 200 15 247 raroratL~on. 150 1. 9 S) Ifýl "-y*idyumnic:
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Table A-lB
5Q otCm~nOV ~tir~sWith IFipld arid Greup Classificatioqs

25~ 157 1. 11 1-~ -2 199 'of Us7age 5t

Rank 183 64'rr Da3 Cloipto Rao '-, * 15" r1 p ua tiscipto

45 Ž2 1S. V*45 a ,ri. rceft P ý23 23t4 15 1- Densit

153 1301 042 13 F7Z32& 0n4 07 103 ?s~cx l
t54 103 OL 7A. Ib~oride 233 227 1 S Z 1 P1447A PY3-u
1559 3 14J 0829* Fcietatlg~o4 230 1j6 01. 053 iCtoab Aatiofl1ttr-

' 59 10 016ý Carx!2ie xatar~ Ž135 1"9 1 06 42' 1r7 an "ie Luancy

1 U 13 15 o 21. han .136 04 04- ý20 ?lo hD0Z
15*20)7 15 049 ?~~4doiy 233 143 15 217 Surfads
14b9 la 0 12 29 9%1bta"awoo i~ 238 1; 06 0513 ~ -~4id tt

16 96 10 116 AGtAIw M='"*,30 189 14 03% Fhtwruinal Be11aiMB

16-L 193 1Z24N Ž30 adm a~ 2161 164N 01 12r ~ A*rfame

166 07f 21? wl 1oSt50i 2Y?3 095 15 -147 Solcidas
161 U9 1* 2 06 ?92 AW 1fibit 244 103 0306 M haytf.s
160 143 13,6 02 23rSwIae 159 15. 130 Scriey o..

16-t 219 13 106 Ofemi~1m~ Zw. 100 ll 032 Terminal BnicS i

172 193 01, :0 CZp N 241 160 06 0127 Hg Alrraep.a
113 1(3 !21 059 c 01Ž12 zt 242 16,0 02 0762 Pa1ckra~ging :c~
166 '?a 05 2117 rarsh a, Z43 091 15 117 fhsslu-U00 tko
iv? 1.4, Ot5 1422 ?Arnzifiars i 2540 3 119 M5 118 SE-ei1z 1p~

170 169 06 02 t30aa~t 24 514 10205 133~ Sources

11747 2 15 3 104 !secifdo~-" 242 '.OD 015 M8 Tranxoniesi
1/7. 106 0i 0061 salr.-s 203 1506 06 104- Highl FroziinCY T
1.13 135 Zi. 053 Di:Fol~q .9yt!s~ 25 184 10 016 Eletromagneti V&Žloy

173 13 5L, 005 14 .Tunc~sls a Jgsx~ 250 119 04 106 SOcganic ComPomds

176 1-7. 1j OZ 'Uc%ýw L~ilaw 51 108 082 07 an amn
177 Ut ,,, 109a %Cdin 257ý 173 015 Z87 Jdav k hTraedv
178 21;1 *2 006 :fne ent 2553 106 714 07 M D~lo troxis Fse

161, 154 01 00)9 5 H.'<-Zpqt. c 259 152 13 29, Titaniumards y

M3 139 M1 Li6 fSt 260 085 12 266 Therapy

1 ft 1V7 Sk 051 Ch~csl 1ZAPwilsia .161 163 1V 234 scientific Resear'ch
1t 5? 06 i079 Xi-*sve5 2pe 62 '177 13 292 ibeor

1 1 61 1-. ck06 !,04d t~to 263 119 10 159 Fatigue ((6ectsUnls)
159g ZY0 15? Al 0264 1189 06 074 Elec~tronic Circults

I'15 C? 056 ~1,tt 265 154 09 217 Deterioration

19 !V7 15 730 A1jlt1ýW-n 1stot'-as 266 140 10 158 Shocit Resistance
04`9 fon0 is I2 raler 207 170 06 081 lRndk a., rnlettious

193 15 04.14 Soo Coepscww 268 114 10 11.6 Uix4*ris
919 26t 02 16ý3 R4-isi2 1S**4Lm 269 136 10 Co~. Seals

lag,28 15 =-1 270 1,9 06ý 2Z4 Rad~o Receivers

1 91 752y) 'RivilROT1'iV 2y71 1"4 09 217 Aging
17 1 1.1, 11,; WAW-,kt 42 161 10 09Q Rock~et Pa'opellartp

19 1.6 06 £lctrital ajiment 273 N69 02 127 Infrared Dae'rors
199 2-16 14 o Z090 034ztioa5 -74' 158 01 009 Airpl1anet

Ž00 28 0 23Z PR.~rdir~ Vrc* 275 12 11 Vi5 TfIX.5port.;ttofl

Ž 1 1L! 14 90 Eiasi; 276 1 M 15 076 Folarlsaticn
202 10. 074 131- Ftrrit-,2 277 188 13 137 r. igiht
403 1" _ 06 (K-1 a ~ 1 a I ies 278 W&3 10 0F99 RC,&et Oxidizers
;!64 191 QO 21$ ?nwt $ ',is* -79 i6a 1.2 209 LiftS vpactancy
205 17r5 06j 0Ž7 ult.i'ao 71frequsney -'t0 !fA 14 286 Cuizded Kisfille 4&rada

Z" 15 71 261 178 15 '1R7 Optics
Z~ 77 1. 0it~n4& ~r~i~s282 131. 01 008 Airnraft Squ'ipwat~

Žs9 71 1510 2 tas~ty 293 136 16 0M' Turbolst Wsines
21a .147 M6 052 Mic4en Ž4 173 16 219 P ssplsic.:n

IS' 1D 0,ý' (%Ddb;6 15 141. 1 05 Tublanýýe

11 . 15 105 --Arifaoa PMrtUAe 2V6 141 15 147 Sevqpl..ng
Ž111 14 6 01 *:: Fl1ight Ftth3 28? 1.98 13 OW0 Amo 0S4p'.tear
Ž13, 128 01 4005 iings 28M 14' 0" 018 Anin~as
.2114 173 14. 0.13 pr~p1vi- 2M 123 15 187 vjs1Ni11ty
215 206 15 117 Cool irt 2W0 117 02Z Cr R.-dar Inereption

Z16E 212 13 .9w Data4 RN1 15' 15 19? Infrared S;ctroscopy
'117 155 2 61 7cŽ 219Z 1501 5 0SC6 faoýtrosagnotic I' 421 71194 ropwi,1
2113 152 - 006 s~per.V,01c Flos1 20) 101. ;3 216 svle,-tjo!ý
Zi9 U10 t3 0'?. Setke~uing .94 205 11 240 safeta
2Z s 1-38 11 4020 Hip.-Exp1r,11U A.VUiZtienr 295 0;.2 14. 020 Zartr~ldg',s

22-1 157, s4 C%6 irt- eon'r1 4yitfz, 293' 140 10 212 L&M-istos
2224 2-2 M1 C5t cg**r 297 15,5 25 Il.l Gas lonjIztion
223 M78 03 0"- ,aio 9 1!.', 15 116 C~eregr
Z,:4 137 09 1f ,. -zkrtt )Tactoont 29#9 1253 01 005 BMI41e C, r~evolu~ton
22,- 146 10ý 0~3 Gos35~ 300 2~1-, IS3M Attenuation
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Table A-IC

(In Sequence by Frequency or Usage)

iaF n.f. lF//p 0-ecriptopn••fe"rz l/rp Darp~ Rsnk •a ldJr Oiciso

)01 147 15 3,6 i SIrgle Crysta.o 376 116 0 -02 ivlatian Personneai
1¼ 099 ' 04 tO Projectile Fuzs 377 114 09 -T/ QualtVy Control
3•! 155 0 05.4 Ippor Atmzophere 378 133 5 I. n.ciliation
304 100 13 071 Clrscif!catl.ov 379 123 01 006 I~pcraonlc Flow
305 092 08 203 Eftneviur 380 129 06 025 Rade. Atennas

0 163 13 07! Instruct~cn H s 381 201 10 099 PropoIlalnt Proparties
307 l .9 251 Re-entry Aerodynsnics 382 129 !0 159 Metallurgy
3N8 156 (J 0-06 ttre-nnics 363 I 13 Ot0 Data Stor'age 37'steI
309 141 16 173 R-ncxe' moto- kozzles 384 139 14 04C AarDools
310 125 04 157 Genranlu 185 123 Y) 182 Luorlcarta

311 104 15 147 tatrix Aigetra 386 134 12 150 Idestificatiuc
312 184 16. 099 Exhaust GUses 387 132 C- 22? Doppler Rsd.,
313 079 14 04i 0 Agents 388 136 09 217 BondiSng
314 1 I' 0t 051 Cornintatlon iquipuont 389 187 07 05. Air
335 134 15 066 MicrostnL.ture 390 144 1c 121 A4osrption

316 16. 04 003 Etnylenes 391 216 13 071 Symposia
317 %9, 15 2/7 Creep 392 12- 10 01 6 St&ineAS Stmnl
31S &9 0W. 53 tl.m-rl zrtiOO 393 131 01 OUt !its
319 152 19 251 Atmsapre "%try 394 138 1 -. Z Px erlor b.tliýz-'cs
320 130 IN 021 X ft, 39• 113, 09 4" Ca3tJng

323 193 iq 253 Sp,' csshix 396 138 15 247 -nh!n fi!•.
322 154 15 249 Noise 39? 165 Cl %(A Itabiltap Lion
323 0"91 "38 27,0 Military Tcair-ing 398 124 02 2.27 'sadar Reteive1n
324 Ia! 10 158 Frar!ture iYsvianiis) t9" 140 lI 07 3 Costs
325 112 14 020 Fio-Stabills'd Amrmnitior I00 072 15 066 .-. ,Ptz Crystals

3'6 127 15 213 Sno be a 401 097 15 147 Ptrtia.1 Differential Equations
IY7 13 10 09i Jet E-gine Fuels 402 106 15 076 Magnetic Properties

3.,'4 150 01 114 Guidcd MiK•ile Noses 403 135 06 079 Electrinic Systems
329 !05 04 193 tdrnaine3 404 %T7 D 01 D O aminar b -undary Layer
330 182 04 049 N!irocen 4.05 152 14 0?2 B•llistics

331 106 02 202 Detec*ors 406 114 01 255 Transport Planes
332 1t3 1. 247 Corduettiv ty A.07 116 10 145 Refractct'y Mattris
33.) il 14 100 Arming G3wizts 108 0M1 01 005 T'-erngulA dings
334 ill 04 193 'irethanse/ 49 157 15 249 Ttad'iters
335 116 19 251 Stt11i1t Vebielo Trajectories 410 094 01 006 Stability ({crist-.diel)

336 150 15 247 Gradiation Dwwat 411 086 06 082 Magnetron,
337 158 04 106 Liquidq 412 14W 15 14-8 rP-•t Shock
338 144 11) 099 Fuels 413 168 01. 006 High Altitude
339 10G. 07 045 Mapping 414 12D 06 U15 Elet-odos
)40 087 12 023 T130V22 (Biology) 415 096 16 057 Combustion Chambers

)41 143 06 027 Riofrequancy 416 143 02 180 Atomic Bomb -pleions
342 180 17 234 High Temperature Research 417 152 11 282 Vehicles
343 156 10 158 Failere (Machanics) 418 131 02 227 Radar Targets
,44 1Z 14 020 Antitank amrntltion 41-9 179 15 117 Nesting
345 133 15 066 X-Ray Diffraction A.nalysis •4M 135 1, 122 Erosion

346 138 15 121 Viscosity 4,21 138 15 0/6 Dielectric Properties
347 124 04 049 Nitrogen Cospounds 422 118 15 .CO Electron beams
3•0 141 04 207 Purification 423 092 15 116 Dose Rate
349 132 15 066 Lattices 424 148 04 0,1 Sbprration
3513 094 10 056 Corrosion Innibition 425 175 02 229 Radar

351 053 08 223 Attitudes 426 136 02 170 Navigation
352 193 15 187 Infrared Radiation 4V7 08 09 288 ielding
353 120 It 286, arbsads 428 140 04 131 Sulfides
34 125 14 100 Pro-idty Fuzses 429 138 04 049 Sodium Compounds
355 117 O 131- Pere.hlerates 4.0 087. 1S 225 Quantum Mechanics

356 114 0? 354 Moisture 431 -'4, 04 131 Nitrate:
35? 154 06 215 Ganerators 4,32 104 10 145 Ferrosagetic Materials
358 I 15 127 Frsquoercy 433 119 08 202 Military Personnel
359 151 01 006 d.le, ?.nmnls 434 105 14 165 MKins
360 104 06 0' L 1 43 069 08 223 Learning

361 092 13 073 industrial ProductIo.n 436 052 12, 266 Diet
362 Ca 1 15 1.,3 Impurities 437 136 04 049 Almitvrz Coamaunda
)63 143 10 112 GO*3a 4,38 092 15 2'9 Utderater S&And
3.64 133 06 166 Frequency Modulation 439 105 15 211 Nagnstohydrodyaarics
365 1•• 0., 19Z MettJl R.dica.ls LAO 060 04 207 Deivdretion

366 134 15 065 Liquefied Geass /AI 215 01 006 Sisalatica
36? 118 07 054 zonaspharp 442 081 14 048 1 Agents
368 121 01 005 Control S-rfaces 4W 07.6 01 005 Ving-Scdy Conflgurationa
3L9 113 06 -71, W&a79 Guides 44A 114 15 117 Phan Studies
370 113 17 OR0 Teat Sets 445 134 06 027 Low rrequency

371 172 14 032 Range •46 127 10 099 Rocast Fuels
372 130 10 099 Promellant Grains 447 113 06 081 Radio 'nterferenee
37) 115 15 147 Eumta-ical Analysis 44 105 15 029 molecules
374. 17 19 253 ?"erwvloclty Vehicles "49 096 09 217 Iachlnir4
3-5" 119 02 102 Directiun Finding 450 138 16 057 Fla0s
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Table A -ID
599 Most Common DDC Deacriptoro With Field and Group Classifications

(1n vqnrncn y Fnunneny of Uaage)

Ratý 1.4f 4  d/Grp peor Drf. Fa1d/'rp Descripto:-?ai _______ pir -

451 13, 10 14,6 rTlc 526 072 11 202 Cr Vehic-la

452 305 15 076 flhectrical Kstmorks %17 108 04 131 Curbiaes
454 098 14 020 Arcor Piercng 1m mitaos 5-8 121 (I W±A aerIal Targets

.54 13 15 200 larg.tt 529 05Ž 15 147 S~rtIstical troceasas

455 097 06 074 Switching Circuits 533 '.o 10 2-39 Rutter

1,56 133 02 102 "ane Hnding 531 146 Cl 114 Recove*y

457 109 02 13 tiandtn 532 138 06 197 Oscillators

456 132 15 141 Friction 533 10? 15 W'E ILqdance

459 132 (1 00o Dsmpi.* 5:4 14. 15 076 1'fictric ?leldm

460 114 01 005 Conica Eodies 535 150 I1 148 Drawci

461 129 13 246 Ccaferances 536 C06 04 190 V!njl RAdicals

462 114 15 11? Tlrmal Stresses 5.7 02 08 223 Rstsonirg

463 07 10 239 Sbnthstic Rubbor 538 1Ol 15 1tA Po±soity

464 123 07 054 let 539 (19 04 1157 Molybdenua

465 0M U0 006 Flutter 540 091 02 22!6 Ialitary Equippmat

466 103 08 Z70 Training 541 097 1J 147 Inforuai-ioL Theory
4.67 089 13 1%4 hareuverabll'.ty 542 099 13 104 Logir.nring
468 120 19 253 LAmar Probes 543 O.I Ob 08Z DackvrHd-ia'r Osctllatcrs
4/69 11 0/ 06? Esters 544 07/ 61 005 Airfoils
470 150 07 028 Earth t'5 068 01 C09 Vertical ?ske-o'r Planes

471 060 12 209 Nutrition S46 09,6 01 006 turlnlent ou-nd=7 Waer
472 153 10 145 Inslating Materials 547 32 1 141 Pertuwoction Ineor-
47j 110 02 170 inertial Guidara 548 )26 c. 049 -carbo
174 112 14 042 Boak'r 549 081 15 147 Sorie•n
4"15 100 01 005 Blunt -4ud1e 550 116 02 227 Radar Ecto Areas

476 129 06 027 Rrdiof.equacy )51 i10 04 053 Pyrolyis
47r7 106 01 006 ,4o~t"t 552 103 10 212 Epoxy Resins
478 119 1 20.9 So;A 553 :31 04 051 Chenistry
V79 NO 12 023 &-in 55-4 094 1. 026 Araor Plate
8 i-ý -- 244 i ip! 555 143 04 049 Silicon Compounds

481 040 09 223 G.our Dyneaxos 556 118 06 381 Redsr Signeas
48. 079 07 Od GeograFpn 5;7 077 19 251 Orblti. Flight iathb

S1124 15 IS' uiffron-ic'n 558 113 14 020 Fragmentation Ammmition
44 , 0`7 181 Sea "aa'er 559 394. 34 090 Fragmentption
485 lIt 04 131 "6ro0Z.ie2 560 I1? 15 025 bxcitation

4,6 079 ,4 1)0 ;r.trc di.als 561 091 02 047 Aircraft tefcnse Syfstcxs

47 120 15 1%*o lafrare) Equipmwnt 562 063 C2 184 Air Drop Operations
LM 146 :3 O(Y1 bW.b4oks 563 079 06 059 Voice Covmwatcation 4ystens
489 i19 :t 106 Lhepict1 Proserties 56 086 01 114 Target Drones
4)0 156 A5 148 ýccwlev:tLion 565 111 14 096 Surface Targets

491 M85 12 209 V.sai s Fer-eption 566 053 CS 223 Reaction (Psychololy)
492 112 06 082 Klystrons 567 115 01 006 Ablation
493 100 15 147 Integral Equations 568 069 12 203 Vision
4.o4 065 14 100 Bosb Fuea 569 1Z2 04 106 Vapors
495 107 01 006 Subsonic FPlo-. 570 065 02 002 Sonar Equipment

496 139 19 251 ,%ac Flight 571 075 02 078 Radio Jamming
496r. 139 19 21 Sailit 572 105 C8 202 vilolj
4978 129 10 164 Doils 573 099 15 187 Microwave Spectroscopy5I498 114 13 104 Digital sts. a 57/. 117 04 049 fsdrs;zr Compounds
500 092 02 l"0 Command yStco s 575 14 15 076 Electromagnetic Fields

501 iŽ3 10 016 Alloys 576 1V.J 10 239 Uaat%@rs
577 045 13 246 Cu!-tire

502 155 15 2029 Resnance 578 097 01 COo Turbulent Flow

S096 01 009 2 aval Percraf. 579 101 10 239 Military Usaeerch
50 06 1 09 N~slLier!.580 10O 14 237 Ot.idead .tia=le Lair.rners

505 M-. 10 182 Lubrication

5506 139 05 061 Insta tion 531 084 04 051 rhromatographic Analysis
506 081 !0. 115 Int Brlatio 582 115 06 075 C.npclitor:
507 0782 . 217 1 Gtrusion 583 075 14 115 Automatic deapons

509 093 15 225 flectron Transitions 584 070 04 157" Uranium

510 C3M 01 051 FlectroebeldstrY 585 i11 01 114 Teleneter lys 'eas

533 06' 12 072 Dr.gts 586 C97 01 006 k"-soujic aio! Tunnels
512 -f68 12 023 Blood 587 094 15 116 Monitors
513 066 10 004 Adbhsivf. 588 094 10 159 Metallurgical Analysis
'14 108 08 270 Tr ining Devices 589 102 04 049 Litthim Compounds
515 078 15 17S Re. ... Abeorptlin 590 n53 13 071 Docsmentation

516 I19 07 054 Prieipitation 591 041 03 098 Dehydrated Substances

517 334 01 005 Sprcs 592 112 05 061 Conutruction

518 075 03 221 Proteinp 593 093 15 260 Servo Systems
51q 093 15 247 Pnotoconducivity 594 098 14 020 Releas Mechanisms
1520 116 15 isfz Opticsa !yetrc 595 076 02 078 Radio Interception

521 102 10 016 MIciel Alloys 596 393 01 198 Parachutes
5,2 118 04 C49 Load Compounds 597 114 04 207 Mixtures
523 081 14 100 Firing M.chdnisms 598 103 06 079 Miniature Electronic Fquipmont

524 1•9 U2 227 Early darning Radar 599 089 11 092 Joints
525 145 04 157 Copper

C76
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Tat-le A-3
Pair Associations Among the 599 Most Common DIX Descriptors,

Classified by Number of Different Pairs and Total Occurrences

(No. of Different Pairs

Pair 1, - ' HF,%
Iý (3 I 1 1 1 1 1 1Occurrences 4' 0 o UN 0 00 , o W I0 UN 0 - N & -, N - - 0

100-199 11 1 7 3

200-2"99 74 2 10 30 22 10

123 4 28 47 31 12 1.• ~ ~300-399 124

400-499 82 15 19 27 13 6 2

500-599 58 1 16 12, 10 15 4

600-699 52 4 6 17 17 5 3

700-799 41 4 9 9 11 44

800-899 28 3 4 6 563

900-999 16 2 4 5 2 2 -

1000-1099 10 4 1 41 1 i i I

'1100-1199 20 l 1 45 3 3 21

1200-1299 10 2 2 1 11 2 2

.•1300-1399 9 11 21 2 11 2 1
____ .yfLh

1400-1499 5 - 1 1 3 2 1
1500-1749 16 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1

1750-1999 6 1 2 1 J. 1

2000-2249 6 1 1 3

2250-2499 7 3 1 3

2500-2749 3 1 1

2750-4-99 2 I !

13000-3499 6 - - . 2 2 2

3500-3999 4 1_

4000-4999 3 1 1 1
-- 5000 & Over 7 11 2 2

Totals 99 3 1  7 103178 72 3212151512 3 5 7 5 3
78



TdbBl A-4
Pair Occurrenices as a Percentage of' Total i..dividual Descriptor Usage,

09 1 IA SV1J t tU. :-- j5 ,,, , n r-.~~ti J ~t

f = Number of Pair Occurrences. F = Toeal Usages of Descriptor

No. Cue. Cum. No. Cwa. Cx.
f/F Pai.S- 7 Pairs / f/F Pa-rs Pairs

.01 63,518 641.' 63,518 64,41 .36 22 1.02 98,385 99.771

.02 12,508 12.68 76,026 '77.10 .37 17 .02 98,402 99.79

.o3 6,,'p1 6.971 82,8971 34.06 .38 17 .02 98,419j 99.80

.04 4,195 4.25 87,092 88.32 .39 10 .01 98,429 99.31

.u5 2,630 2.67 89,722 90.93 .40 13 .020 90,447 99,33

.06 1,502 1.33 91,524 92.31 .41 13 .01 93,460 99.85

.07 1,247 1.26 92,771 94-03 .4-2 13 .01 93473 99.36

.03 1,012 1.03 93,733 95.10 .43 1 .01. 93,436 99.87

.09 724 .73 94,507 95.84 .44 OI. 98,494 99.88

.10 615 .62 95,122 96.46 .45 O O0 93,506 99.89

.1I 499 .51 95,621 96.97 .46 8 .01 98995141 99.9C,

.12 411 .42 96,032 97.33 .47 nI O .01 50"8

.13 346 .35 96,373 97.73 .4,8 14 .01 98,539 99.93

.14 262 .27 96,640 98.00 .49 12 .01 93,•5! 99.94r

.15 238 .24 96,878 98.24 .50 7 .0. 98,553 99.95
.16 223 .23, 97,001 93.47 .51 8 .01 98,566! 9995,

.17 147 .1 0I,7,143 91.62 .52 6 0i. 93,572 99.961
.18 141 .14 97,389' 93.76 .53 3 * 93,575 99.96
.19 147 .15j 97,536 98.91 .54 5 .01 98,580 99.97
.20 126 .13 97,662 99.04 .55 2 * 98,582 99.97
21 93 .09 97,755 99.13 .56 5 .01 93,587 99.97
22 90 .09 97,845 99.22 .57 3 11* "c/,590 99.93

.23 73 .07 (`7,918 99.30 .58 - 99.98

.24 68 .07 97,986 99.37 .59 4 9o, 94 99.98

.25 54 .05 98,040 99.42 .60 2 98,596 99.98

.26 55 .06 98,095 99.48 .6± 2 98,598 99.99

.27 40 .C4. 98,135 99.52 .62 * 98600 99.9

.28 38 .04 98,173 99.55 .63 4 * 98,64 99.99

.29 31 .03 98,204 99.59 .64 3 * 98,607 99.99

.30 35 .04 98,239 99.62

.31 30 .03 98,269 99.65 .71 ] 98,608 99.99

.32 29 .03 98,298 99.68 .72 1 * 98,609 99.99

.3-3 31 .03 98,329 99.71 .73 1 * 98,610 99.99

• 34 20 .02 98,349 99.73 .75 1 98,611 99.99
14i .011 98,363 99.75 .86 i _ 98,612i00.0

S-Less than 0.005(p
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Table A-5
Pair Occurrences of tlhe ,k Most Frequent ly Used DDC descriptors

(Selected Summary Data)

" ef 59P Most Common Descr. Remaininq 4941 Descriptors
Descriptor No , oescr. No. I I" kvrage No. 5 [Average

-quec f Usage No. Nof oPairs Used Used rotal Used Pair Used Total Used IPair
-Stauence) Doc. Diff. Total With With Pairs.-With Occur. With Paairs With Occu,.

Design t193 26611 26364 46.2% 571 18117 21,41 31.71 2098 8247 12.5 3.0
Test 5237 2o42 22280 47.7 579 14970 21.9 25.0 1 2063 7319 41.8 3.5

Mathemnatical Analysis 2470 14721 11424 30.2 509 82ao0 3.4 16.3 1163 3144 23.5 2.7
Measureme;,t 1778 1846 9205 33.3 512 o034 2"t.4 11.1 1304 3!71 26.4 2.4
Guideo Missiles 1701 11251 10457 290.3 444 8590 30.5 19.4 651 1858 13.8 2.7

Temperature 1489 1568 7885 28.3 491 5.110 31.3 11.0 1077 2475 21.6 2.3
Airborne 1380 ()90 6978 17.9 385 53°,I 39.9 14.0 605 1587 12.2 2.6
Pr,-action 1212 -1ý.-9 5100 22.4 418 3368 33.7 8.1 821 1732 16.6 2.1
iieory 12CQ 1427 5839 25.8 402 4033 34.5 8.2 035 1F06 18.9 I 1,;
Materiels 1155 1311 5790 23.7 443 3801 34.1 8.8 868 18Q-9 17 6 2.2

Analysis i1113 1410 5035 25.5 505 3505 35.8 6.9 005 1530 18.3 1.7
Surface-.to-Surface 1084 715 5557 12.( 362 4766 50.6 13.2 353 7P1 7.1 2.2
Great Britain 1075 1 1240 4704 22.4 466 3358 37.6 7.2 774 1346 15.7 I 1.7
Stabiiiy 1041 .176 5484 21.2 437 3390 37.2I 9.1 730 14Q4 15.01 2.0
Effectiveness 1040 1305 4902 23.6 450 3335 34.5 7.4 855 1567 17.3 1.8

Flight resting 029 708 4728 12.8 313 3746 44.2 12,0 315 982 8.0 2.5
itadar Equipment -915 658 5582 11.0 27') 440) 42.4 15.8 370 1173 7.7 3.1
Ins t rumentat ion 908 1174 4741 21.2 445 3328 37.Q 7.5 720 1413 14.8 1 9
Test Methods 868 1219 4045 22.0 464 2790 38.1 6.0 755 1246 15.3 1.7
Countermeosures 346 005 4528 17.8 398 3261 4o.4 8.2 587 1264 11.9 2.2

Pressure 827 1016 4618 18.3 383 3300 37.7 8.6 633 130( !2.8 2.i
9etection 785 r982 4186 17.7 368 2870 37.5 7.8 614 1318 i2.41 2.1
Mechanical Properties 602 600 3485 12.5 271 2301) 30,3 8,0 41o 108o 85 2.o

Test Equipment 681 1022 3455 18.4 '136 2554 42.7 5.0 586 90 1.0 •.5
Control Systems o73 753 3507 13.6 338 2637 44.0 7.8 415 870 8.4 2.1

Processina o1s 774 2894 141.0 326 lq0 42.1 6.1 448 902 0.1 2.0
Synthesis 622 774 3326 14.0 274 1004 35.4 7.3 500 1332 10.1 2.7
Physical Properties 601 1002 3239 18.1 362 207o 36.1 5.7 610 !163 13.0 1.8
Physiolcgy 504 755 280q 13.6 196 1I1( 26.0 6.1 550 161b 11.3 2.0
Hleat Transfer 501 731 3019 13.2 320 2230 43.8 7.0 411 780 8.3 1.0

Circuits 5%0 o08 2096 12.6 275 2147 3".4 7.8 4 23 849 8.6t 2.0
IOetermination 570 1071 2845 19.3 -110 1744 w8.3 4.3 661 1101 13.4 i.7
Chemical Reactions Z573 7A 3! 2844 13.4 251 1660 33.8 6.6 402 1175 10.01 2..4
Surface-to-Air 560 406 2770 _?.3 232 2372 57.1 10.2 174 3%8 3.5 2.3
Stresses 5:0 619 2707 11.2 282 1080 45.6 7.1 337 7i8 6.8 2.1

Polvmers 560 732 3327 13.2 283 22b6 38.7 8.0 449 1061 9.1 2.4
Projectiles 533 50t) 2937 0.1 245 2060 48.4 8.4 261 868 5.3 3.3
Aerodynamics 532 614! 3077 11.1 285 2326 -16.4 8.2 320 741 6.7 2.3
Cornbustion 523 56.-1 2844 10.5 2501 1908 42.8 8.0 334 846 6. G 2.5
Jot Planes 51 484, 3072 8.7 233 2417 40.2 10.2 246 655 5.0 2.7

II II
Radiation Effects 515 840' 2744 15.2 318 1735 37.0 5.5 522 1000 10.6 !.Q
Rocket Motors 402 500 3082 10.6 298 2308 50.5 8.0 202 684 5.0 2.3
Guidance 400 402 3141 8.9 1 260 2585 54.7 0.6 223 556 4.5 2.5
Reliabili,v 1860 6330 272! 11.5 307 2177 48.3 7.1 320 544 6.7 1.7
Propagat ion 470 5o2 3000 9.1 2271- 23 45.2 10.2 275 67) 5.6 2.5

Solid Rocket Prcpellantsl 47,7 50 2617 10.8 3G2 1 2004 50.4 6.6 207 613 6.0 2.1
Scattering 452 t381 2343 11.5 "-103 1,1)30 45.0 5.6 345 713 7.0 2.1
* Mode! Tests1451 505 23°0 '.1 3 750 46.0 7.4 268 640 5.4 2.4
Statistical Ana!ysis 44.1 7211 1892 13.0 300 1107 42.0 3.0 412 685 8.3 1.7
V'b.*rion 1 44 0 15 12.55 3311 1524 47.4 4.6 1 367 631 7.4 1.7

Tvtals 4825b 5368, 7j Oo71 3 2.4

Source: Sample of 38. 0k i00C documents
: H0
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